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We provided 
opportunities and 
support valued at  
over $1,100,000

We presented professional 
development, support 
and funding opportunities 
to over 2,500 
emerging creatives

We introduced  
three new awards

We launched a new 
donor circle for 
young philanthropists 
called HA>NESS

About Us
We are the Helpmann Academy — the only organisation of 
its kind in Australia.

We provide opportunities for South Australia’s community 
of creative practitioners when they need it most — at the 
very start of their careers. 

We exist to empower emerging creatives to amplify their 
unique talents and to champion their drive and ambition 
to build sustainable practices. 

We do this by developing connections and pathways for 
successful careers, and by walking alongside emerging 
creatives as they make the transition from study to 
professional practice.

Together, we work to ensure that emerging creatives are 
well-supported and exposed to a range of opportunities, 
providing the best chance to develop their artistic identity 
and act as the principal driving force of their own careers. 

Our Vision
For emerging creative practitioners to prosper, be valued, 
and be celebrated.

To empower South Australia’s most promising emerging 
creatives to realise their visions and build sustainable 
practices; to foster a culture of recognition and 
appreciation for the challenges that emerging creatives 
face and build a supportive community around them.

A career in the performing or visual arts is a tough road 
to tread. The Helpmann Academy’s aim is to develop 
connections and pathways for successful and sustainable 
careers and walk alongside emerging creatives as they 
make the transition from study to professional practice.

Our Purpose

Our Mission

Our Impact

IMAGE: SAM MATTHEWMAN AND AMELIA WALMSLEY. PHOTO BY: SIA DUFF.
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Introduction

Welcome
2023 has been a year of change and strong momentum.  

Here, change has meant an exciting new chapter in the 
Helpmann Academy’s story, with fresh ambition behind 
our push to champion the future of creativity in South 
Australia. We have embarked on a renewed strategic 
vision, welcomed new board and staff members to our 
small, yet robust team, and have built on the successes 
of recent years to deliver inspired programming and 
electrifying events.

The Helpmann Academy continues to empower South 
Australia’s most promising emerging creatives to 
realise their dreams while working with them to build 
sustainable career practices. We foster a culture that 
recognises the challenges that emerging creatives 
face, and work to build a community that supports them 
through adversity. 

Our 2023 Annual Magazine is a moving insight into the 
incredible impact of the Helpmann Academy. Here, we 
celebrate the achievements of the next generation of 
South Australian creatives, with a collection of articles 
and stories that reveal the journey emerging creatives 
take on the road to success. 

GRADUATE EXHIBITION 
In 2023, we announced that the Helpmann Academy 
Graduate Exhibition will move to a new student-focused 
space in 2024. As part of a new three-year partnership 
with the University of South Australia, the future of South 
Australian contemporary art will be on display when our 
Graduate Exhibition opens at its new location, the South 
Australian School of Art (SASA) Gallery in Adelaide’s  
West End.

At the 2023 Helpmann Academy Graduate Exhibition, 
$80,000 in awards and opportunities were presented to 
South Australian emerging visual artists. A total of 16 
awards were presented at the opening of the exhibition in 
April, including a major new award — the Helpmann Major 
Exhibition Award, supported by IAS Fine Art Logistics 
and Linden New Art, and valued at $10,000. READ MORE 
ON PAGE 8.

HA>NESS 
The Helpmann Academy launched an exciting new donor 
circle, HA>NESS (Helpmann Academy New Emerging 
Supporter Set). Unique to South Australia and the only 
young dynamic donor circle of its kind, HA>NESS offers 
opportunities for young South Australian arts lovers 
to network and celebrate the arts, while also building 
audiences and supporting emerging South Australian 
creatives. HA>NESS was officially launched in May with 
an exclusive Finissage event held in conjunction with our 
2023 Graduate Exhibition. 

In August, we launched our inaugural round of HA>NESS 
Development Grants at a Meet the Artist event at leading 
South Australian commercial gallery, Hugo Michell 
Gallery. These grants support projects that will further 
the creative and professional development of emerging 
creatives. In the first round of HA>NESS Development 
Grants, the Helpmann Academy have been able to award 
$20,000 worth of funds to support eight emerging artists 
to expand their careers, something that is made possible 
through the generous support of HA>NESS members 
and the supporters of the donor circle. READ MORE 
ON PAGE 16. 

 
A NIGHT OF JAZZ 
We welcomed international jazz sensation and multi-
Grammy Award nominee Jazzmeia Horn to Adelaide 
to help shape the sound of emerging South Australian 
jazz. In an Australian exclusive, Jazzmeia mentored and 
performed with the top graduating musicians from the 
University of Adelaide’s Elder Conservatorium of Music. 
Jazzmeia performed a pair of thrilling performances 
at UKARIA Cultural Centre and Elder Hall, University 
of Adelaide transporting audiences with her powerful 
performances. These students were also presented with 
$32,500 in awards on the night in recognition of their 
outstanding achievements. READ MORE ON PAGE 35.

CREATIVE INNOVATOR PROGRAM 
Now in its third year, the six-month long Creative 
Innovator Program continues to foster entrepreneurship 
amongst emerging South Australian creatives, supporting 
them to develop crucial creative and business skills as 
they pursue a career in the arts. The program culminated 
in a thrilling finale held at Pridham Hall, University of 
South Australia where the recipient of the major seed 
funding was announced by the Honourable Andrea 
Michaels MP, Minister for Arts. Gemma Salomon, writer, 
director, and producer for film and TV, was presented 
with $20,000 in start-up funds to support the creation 
of her production house, Whisper Tree Productions. 
Participants of the 2023 Creative Innovator Program 
collectively received opportunities and support valued at 
up to $250,000. READ MORE ON PAGE 51.

ELISE ROSS REGIONAL AWARD 
Launched in 2023, the Elise Ross Regional Award has been  
initiated by the Helpmann Academy and the Ross Family to 
foster and support creativity in regional South Australia. 
Valued at up to $5,000, this award has been designed to 
support the professional development of a Helpmann 
Academy-eligible creative living in a regional area.

“I am all too familiar with the obstacles young regional 
people face when trying to pursue their passion,” shared 
Elise Ross. “There just isn’t the same access to support 
or professional development as is available to creatives 
based in, or around, major cities. We want to try and help 
change this and support emerging regional creatives to 
chase successful careers in the arts.”

Port Augusta resident Brendan Godfrey is the inaugural 
recipient of the Elise Ross Regional Award and shared 
a thank you message with Nicholas and Elise Ross at 
the Helpmann Academy’s annual Macquarie Cocktail 
Reception. Brendan is an emerging writer and director, 
and film and TV graduate from the University of South 
Australia. READ MORE ON PAGE 25.

THANK YOU 
We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to the 
Helpmann Academy community of supporters. Your 
support enables us to make a significant impact for the 
future of the arts in South Australia. We would like to 
acknowledge the support and passion of the Helpmann 
Academy Board of Governors, the Foundation Board, staff, 
donors, our government partners, volunteers, and our 
partner institutions:

• The University of Adelaide 
• University of South Australia 
• Flinders University

Their drive and enthusiasm for Helpmann Academy 
and our services supports us to continue to provide 
our State’s emerging creatives with career defining 
opportunities. We also wish to thank our extended 
community of supporters — we couldn’t do it without you.
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Meet the Artist

British School at  
Rome Residency
BY MARTA PELLERINI

Sam Matthewman is a recent graduate from the 
University of South Australia and was the British School 
at Rome (BSR) 2023 resident. Sam travelled to Rome 
in April and spent three months immersed in the Italian 
capital. Ahead of the Summer Open Studios, Marta 
Pellerini, Visual Art Residency and Programme Curator 
at BSR, chatted to Sam about the work they produced 
during this career-defining opportunity. 

MARTA: Your practice focuses on acrobatic performance 
in circus. What is your idea of making it accessible in the 
field of visual arts? 

SAM: My journey into the world of circus and 
contemporary art has been shaped by my passion 
for creating accessible and engaging experiences for 
audiences. It all started during my final year of high 
school when I began creating circus shows with a 
collective called Vertical Insanity Circus. We worked 
tirelessly to produce over seven different shows, and 
what I loved about circus is its inherent accessibility. 

It brings people of all ages together, creating a shared 
experience where everyone could find something to 
connect with.

However, when I embarked on my studies in 
contemporary art, I encountered a different kind of 
response. When sharing my university degree with 
others, I often faced puzzled looks and phrases like, “why 
would you study that, I don’t get it.” It made me realise 
that contemporary art can sometimes feel like there is 
a barrier, preventing people from fully engaging with 
it. This realisation fuelled my desire to create work that 
resonates with people on multiple levels, much like a 
circus performance does.

By incorporating acrobatic performance into my artistic 
practice, I bring the human body and unconventional 
skills into my work. These elements have universal 
appeal, engaging every human being in some way, even 
on the most basic level. From this foundational point, I 
build upon, to create multidimensional experiences that 
bridge the gap between circus and visual arts.

Blending different art forms allows me to create a diverse 
range of entry points for engagement with viewers. By 
merging acrobatics with visual arts, I create a hybrid 
space where movement, sculpture, installation, and other 
mediums coexist. This approach not only breaks down the 
barriers that exist between disciplines but also invites 
audiences to explore and appreciate acrobatics from a 
new perspective.

Ultimately, my goal is to make circus performance 
for gallery spaces and further highlight the credibility 
of circus as an expressive medium, creating work 
that sparks curiosity, invites dialogue, and resonates 
with diverse audiences. I believe that by blurring 
the boundaries between disciplines, we can open up 
new possibilities for artistic expression and create 
transformative experiences that connect people through 
the shared language of movement and visual aesthetics.

MARTA: Your research in Rome focuses on performances 
of (and on) the Greek potter’s wheels. How did you come 
across this theme?

SAM: My exploration of performances on the Greek 
potter’s wheels began in 2021 during a collaboration with 
Mireia Sala, a talented acrobat and artist from Spain who 
was living and training in Adelaide, Australia with me 
at the time. Our shared passion for art within the circus 
community brought us together. During our collaboration, 
we integrated my ceramics wheel into an acrobatic and 
dance performance, allowing me to throw a pot while 
showcasing our act. The experience was transformative, 
and upon refining and presenting our act, we sensed its 
uniqueness and potential.

Driven to document our creation, I produced a film of 
the act, and it was during the exhibition of this film that I 
discovered the captivating connection to ancient Greece. 
I discovered that acrobatic performances on the pottery 
wheel were extensively documented in ancient Greek 
culture. It was humbling to realise that our seemingly 
innovative concept had historical precedents. I came 
across a paper, written in Italy, that delved into this 

connection, and through further research, I was able 
to establish contact with Massimo Vidale, one of the 
professors involved in the paper and the recreation of a 
replica wheel.

Over the course of a year-long correspondence, our 
collaboration flourished, and with the opportunity of my 
Helpmann residency at the British School at Rome, we 
are currently working together to create a performance 
that combines acrobatics with the historical context of 
the Greek potter’s wheel. During my time in Rome, I have 
additionally delved deeper into the history of Roman 
performances, exploring acrobatics, juggling, clowning, 
and street performing disciplines that now fall under the 
umbrella of the circus. This research has allowed me to 
uncover examples of Roman performances that shed light 
on the rich traditions and artistic expressions of the past.

This journey has been a convergence of my passion for 
circus arts, visual arts, and historical exploration. By 
unearthing the historical significance of performances 
on the pottery wheel, I aim to bring awareness to 
this ancient practice and recontextualize it within 
contemporary artistic expressions. Through my research 
and collaboration, I aspire to create a performance that 
pays homage to the past while pushing the boundaries 
of artistic innovation, bridging the gap between ancient 
traditions and modern artistic practices.

This article was first published on the British School at 
Rome blog.

Sam’s British School at Rome residency was generously 
supported by David McKee AO & Pam McKee and the Lang 
Family Foundation.

“Through my performances, I seek to 
challenge the notion that circus and visual 
art are separate entities. I want to showcase 
their interconnectedness and demonstrate 
how they can enhance and complement one 
another. By creating visually stunning and 
immersive experiences, I aim to captivate 
a wider audience, introducing them to the 
beauty, grace, and expressive power of circus 
disciplines within the context of visual arts.” 
— Sam Matthewman 

IMAGE: SAM MATTHEWMAN IN THEIR STUDIO. PHOTO BY: LUANA RIGOLLI.
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IMAGE: MEET THE ARTISTS FROM THE GRADUATE EXHBITION 2023. PHOTO BY: JACK FENBY.

 
 
Graduate Exhibition 2023

Helpmann Academy / University of South Australia 
Postgraduate Award 
Valued at $10,000. Was jointly awarded to University of 
South Australia Masters candidates Jessica Murtagh and 
Carrie Radzevicius

Helpmann Academy / ACE Studio Program Award  
Valued at $15,000. Was presented to Teresa Busuttil, 
University of South Australia

12 emerging visual artists were presented with over $80,000 in awards and opportunities on the opening night of the 
Helpmann Academy Graduate Exhibition. A total of 16 awards were presented, including the inaugural Helpmann Major 
Exhibition Award, supported by IAS Fine Art Logistics and Linden New Art. 
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Helpmann Major Exhibition Award 
Supported by IAS Fine Art Logistics and Linden New Art 
and valued at $10,000. Was presented to Jayda Wilson, 
University of South Australia

Commonwealth Private Undergraduate Award for 
Excellence  
Valued at $7,500. Was presented to Jayda Wilson, 
University of South Australia

City Rural Insurance / Helpmann Development Award 
Valued at $5,000. Was presented to Stephanie Doddridge, 
University of South Australia

Hill Smith Art Advisory Award  
Valued at $5,000. Was presented to Erin Renfrey,  
Flinders University

Lang Family Foundation / McKee Award  
Valued at $5,000. Was presented to Beck Johns,  
Flinders University

City of Adelaide Award  
Valued at $5,000. Was presented to Teresa Busuttil, 
University of South Australia

Square Holes Award  
Valued at $5,000. Was presented to Erin Renfrey,  
Flinders University

Jaquillard Exhibition Award  
Valued at $3,000. Was presented to Lili Harrison, 
University of South Australia

The Helpmann Academy acknowledges the incredible generosity of the award partners and donors who make these 
fantastic awards possible.

McHugh Award  
Valued at $3,000. Was presented to Sally Christian, 
Flinders University

JamFactory Award  
Valued at $2,500. Was presented to Beck Johns,  
Flinders University

David Baker Innovation Award  
Valued at $2,000. Was presented to Rebecca Alderson, 
University of South Australia

David Hayden Professional Development Award  
Valued at $1,000. Was presented to Marlize de Klerk, 
University of South Australia

SALA Award  
Valued at $1,000. Was presented to Crista Bradshaw, 
University of South Australia

People’s Choice award  
Valued at $500. Was jointly awarded to University of South 
Australia graduates Crista Bradshaw and Lili Harrison
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Review

South Australia’s emerging art 
stars show their creativity
BY JANE LLEWELLYN

The Graduate Exhibition is a highlight on the Helpmann 
Academy’s program and events calendar. Each year we 
are captivated by the range and depth of the artwork on 
display from the graduates of Flinders University and 
University of South Australia. Freelance journalist, Jane 
Llewellyn reviewed the exhibition in March.

The 2023 Helpmann Academy Graduate Exhibition offers 
a fascinating glimpse of the art stars of the future, 
featuring works ranging from an installation of tactile 
ceramic chairs to jewellery pieces that draw on personal 
experience of chronic illness.

With $80,000 worth of awards on offer, being selected for 
this exhibition is an incredible opportunity for emerging 
artists to kickstart their careers. The 21 selected for the 
2023 show at Adelaide Contemporary Experimental (ACE) — 
all graduating artists from Flinders University and the 
University of South Australia — traverse a range of 
media, giving audiences plenty to explore.

On entering the exhibition I was immediately struck 
by honours student Megan Roodenrys’ presentation. 
Roodenrys is well-known for her portrait work and 
was an Archibald finalist in 2009 with her depiction of 
troubled AFL footballer Ben Cousins. Since she returned 
to art school to complete her honours, her practice has 
taken a different direction.

Here, Roodenrys presents Suffuse, a digital print on 
polycotton, and Delicate, an installation of found twigs 

and sticks. These works focus on fractal fluency, the 
ability to recognise and process ever-diminishing 
patterns with relative ease.

Lili Harrison’s tactile ceramic chairs, fittingly titled 
Soft, Hard, are another highlight. The recipient of the 
Jaquillard Exhibition Award ($3,000 cash), Harrison 
is influenced by her work as a stylist as she seeks to 
make connections between art and design. The artist is 
particularly interested in repurposing traditional forms — 
in this instance, she cleverly presents chairs and pillows 
that are usually soft in a hard and fragile manner.

One of the major awards, the Helpmann Academy / 
ACE Studio Program Award, valued at $15,000, was 
presented to Teresa Busuttil for her installation work, 
Nixtieq li kont hawn (wish you were here). Consisting of 
two lenticular light boxes, it explores the artist’s Maltese 
heritage. Images of Malta, Backstairs Passage (South 
Australia) and archival footage from Magna Żmien — a 
grassroots project developed to digitise Maltese home 
audio-visual collections — fade in and out as you move 
around the room.

The layering of several images in each light box reflects 
the notion that migrants often feel as if they are in two 
places at once. Busuttil was also awarded the City of 
Adelaide Award ($5,000 cash prize), with Nixtieq li kont 
hawn (wish you were here) acquired as part of the City of 
Adelaide’s art collection.
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IMAGE: SOFT, HARD — LILI HARRISON’S TACTILE CERAMIC CHAIRS ARE A HIGHLIGHT OF THE  
2023 HELPMANN ACADEMY GRADUATE EXHIBITION. PHOTO BY: MICHAEL HAINES.

Another fascinating display is Stephanie Doddridge’s 
series, for which she received the City Rural Insurance /  
Helpmann Development Award, valued at $5,000. 
Doddridge is a multi-disciplinary artist working with 
printmaking, ceramic and textile production methods 
to explore nostalgia and memory within objects and 
locations.

Doddridge is particularly interested in the home garden 
and how growing produce can evoke memories of 
family, of shared meals and shared garden labour. The 
installation work is quiet and reflective, with delicate 
eco prints on paper and porcelain objects, including her 
porcelain walnuts, which are a standout.

Beck Johns received the Lang Family Foundation / 
McKee Award ($5,000 cash) as well as the JamFactory 
Award (valued at $2,500). The JamFactory Award is 
presented to an artist working in ceramics, glass or 
jewellery, and includes a mentorship and the opportunity 
to have work on consignment in the JamFactory’s retail 
store for 12 months, plus an additional $500 cash.
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Through her jewellery practice, Johns is drawing on her 
personal experience and raising awareness of chronic 
illness, in particular the role of medication in treatment. 
A double lung transplant recipient, the artist uses blister 
packs and capsules to create pieces that emphasise how 
medication can help relieve symptoms but at the same 
time cause side effects.

These are just a few of the artworks on display, with 
other disciplines featured — such as glass, moving 
image, photography and painting — showing the breadth 
of talent emerging from our art schools.

The Helpmann Academy Graduate Exhibition is an 
important presentation showcasing the next generation 
of South Australian artists. The event also highlights the 
support from local donors and partners, who recognise 
the significance of art and culture and the role it plays in 
our community.

This article was first published in InReview.

      

IMAGE: NIXTIEQ LI KONT HAWN (WISH YOU WERE HERE), BY TERESA BUSUTTIL. IMAGE COURTESY OF THE ARTIST.
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IMAGE: IN THE GARDEN I RECOLLECT 4, AN ECO-PRINT ON PAPER BY STEPHANIE DODDRIDGE. PHOTO BY: MICHAEL HAINES.
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IMAGE: TERESA BUSUTTIL, ACE STUDIO, 2023. PHOTO BY: EMMALINE ZANELLI.
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Meet the Artist

ACE Studio Program
BY HENRY WOLFF

Teresa Busuttil is a recent graduate from the University 
of South Australia and was the ACE Studio Program 
recipient for 2023. The Program includes a 12-month 
residency plus professional development opportunities, 
participation in public programs, mentorship by ACE 
curatorial staff, and prominent profiling. Finding a studio 
space can be a daunting task for emerging creatives 
fresh out of art school, but as Teresa discovered, the 
experience and stability a studio offers can be a career 
game-changer. As told to Henry Wolff.

HENRY: What impact has access to a studio at ACE 
meant for you and your professional development?

TERESA: It has been such a big year for me since being 
awarded the studio. My studio practice has become a 
big commitment. Having the space to collect materials, 
make a mess and express myself has been an absolute 
game-changer for me. Both professionally and personally, 
being awarded the studio has really allowed for a lot 
of growth. 

HENRY: Many people may be familiar with your moving 
image and photographic works, but this year your 
practice has taken a strong turn towards sculptural and 
installation practice. What has prompted this evolution? 

TERESA: Having the space really prompted me to become 
more physical in my practice. As I was setting up the 
studio, I kept collecting more and more things and it 
grew from there. In terms of the future, I just want to 
let myself make whatever I feel like and try not to get 
stuck worrying about being a moving-image artist or 
a sculpture artist. I’m a resourceful person, so I like to 
make do with whatever I have on hand. Through COVID, 
that tended to be more digital. 

HENRY: You tend to explore family history and fantasy 
through your works — in what ways has this surfaced in 
your studio developments this year?

TERESA: Having the studio, I really allowed myself to 
go deep into some of my inquiries. Previously I have 
made work which is about being Maltese-Australian 
and the legacy of that, but I thought a lot more about 
those stories and framing them in a political context. 
I’ve been thinking a lot about class, authority, power, 
and corruption at different levels. It’s been personally 
challenging and rewarding work. The work I have been 
making is still about my family history, but I’ve opened 
up a bit. 

HENRY: You’ve been creating objects that feature an 
array of materials, from shellcraft and wax bongs, 
through to incorporating found objects like a concrete 
fountain. What inspires your choice of materials? 

TERESA: It’s always different — the shell work is 
something I’ve always been really drawn to; it’s a nice 
balance between ocean kitsch and religious symbolism. 
The bong I made from soap because I had ideas around 
cleanliness and purity, so I thought they were a nice 
juxtaposition. I’m always looking for concepts or 
materials that are on such different ends of the spectrum 
they’re almost the same again. 

HENRY: As part of the ACE Studio Program, participants 
are invited to pitch for an exhibition at Firstdraft in 
Sydney. You were the successful recipient this year 
and have just presented the exhibition Asleep with the 
Fishes. What has this experience been like? 

TERESA: It was such an awesome experience. I’ve been 
really supported by ACE and Firstdraft in creating the 
work. I’ve fallen in love with Sydney. The work I created 
mixed together different symbols that reference Malta 
and Catholicism; there was a lot of stone, coloured 
light, and drug references. I was bringing together my 
memories, personal beliefs and family history, and 
making up my own fantasy folklore or culture, I guess. 

HENRY: How important do you feel opportunities like 
this studio residency are for local emerging artists?

TERESA: It’s career-altering to be supported to spend 
time in the studio. I wouldn’t have had the resources to 
make work this year without this opportunity, especially 
coming out of university. So, very important.

The Helpmann Academy / ACE Studio Program is proudly 
supported by the Macquarie Group.

IMAGE: TERESA BUSUTTIL, ASLEEP WITH THE FISHES, 2023. PHOTO BY: JESSICA MAURER.
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HA>NESS: Helpmann Academy 
New Emerging Supporter Set

HA>NESS is a new donor circle designed to harness the 
next generation of philanthropists in South Australia to 
support our incredible emerging artists.

Proudly supported by LK Law and the Macquarie Group 
and officially announced by Her Excellency the Honourable 
Frances Adamson AC at our VIP Vernissage in March, 
HA>NESS are a group of culturally and socially savvy, 
young professionals from across a broad range of 
industries who share a passion for South Australian arts 
and culture.

HA>NESS opens the world of contemporary art to the next 
generation of philanthropists and makes philanthropy 
accessible. Members can grow their support with both 
the Helpmann Academy and our emerging artists as they 
impact on our creative talent, now and in the future.

HA>NESS is led by a dedicated team of 
Ambassadors: 

Ben Jefferies
Madeleine Harland
Nataliya Dikovskaya
Sally Hay
Scott Foreman 

Donations to this program directly support up-and-
coming emerging artists through cash grants to support 
professional development and the creation of new work. 

“HA>NESS is a program that I have wanted to develop 
for several years now,” says Helpmann Academy CEO 
Jane MacFarlane. “It will not only provide much-needed 
funding to our emerging creatives but will also build their 
audiences. 

HA>NESS was launched at ACE in May. Closing the 2023 
Helpmann Academy Graduate Exhibition, the Finissage 
event saw guests enjoying a curated night of music, dance, 
performance, and visual art. This immersive experience 
showcased what being in a young professional’s donor 
circle is all about. 

Proudly supported by LK Law and the Macquarie Group, 
HA>NESS is championed by a small group of passionate 
ambassadors, including Madeleine Harland. 

Dynamic donor circle 
harnesses a new generation 
of philanthropists
BY SONIA MIR

The Helpmann Academy has launched a donor circle that 
offers opportunities for young South Australian art lovers 
to network and enjoy a range of cultural experiences, 
while at the same time supporting the contemporary art 
scene’s rising stars.

Across the globe, young art enthusiasts seeking 
like-minded people with whom to network and socialise 
can often join young patron groups or circles. However, 
while the South Australian arts scene has many dedicated 
and established donor circles, there had been nothing 
on offer for the young philanthropists of tomorrow — 
until now. 

HA>NESS is a group of culturally and socially savvy young 
professionals from across a broad range of industries 
who share a passion for arts and culture here in South 
Australia. This new and unique donor circle opens the 
world of contemporary art to the next generation of 
philanthropists. Designed to make philanthropy accessible, 
it has been created with art enthusiasts who want to make 
a difference to the state’s vibrant, emerging contemporary 
arts scene. 

Members join a growing community of like-minded people 
to explore independent galleries, experience emerging 
theatre, see experimental film, hear contemporary music, 
and much more, all while supporting rising local new 
artists and creatives. 

“Our new program is all about cultivating the 
donors of the future and bringing them into a 
community of young philanthropists that will 
support our state’s exciting and new artistic 
talent of tomorrow.” — Sonia Mir

IMAGE: JANE MACFARLANE, CEO SPEAKING AT THE HA>NESS LAUNCH EVENT. PHOTO BY: THOMAS MCCAMMON.
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PHOTOS BY: THOMAS MCCAMMON.

“I am so thrilled to be an ambassador for 
HA>NESS,” says Madeleine. “To be involved at the 
jumping-off point of such an impactful initiative 
which directly supports my creative peers is really 
rewarding.  

“Whilst I don’t have a creative bone in my body, I 
love and appreciate art — and I see real value in 
supporting emerging artists who are at the same 
general stage and phase of their careers as I am. 
It’s sort of like growing together.” 

HA>NESS members can expect invitations to 
three major events and enjoy other networking 
opportunities throughout the year, such as seeing 
an emerging theatre show, followed by drinks with 
the cast and ‘art tastings’ that combines art and 
wine tastings. Members can also expect to receive 
discounted tickets and other ‘money can’t buy’ 
experiences. 

“Philanthropy for me is about looking outward and 
giving back,” says Madeleine. “I am really proud 
to commence my own philanthropic journey with 
HA>NESS.” 

The Helpmann Academy and its new HA>NESS 
ambassadors hope that the offering and purpose 
of the donor circle resonates with other young 
professionals and encourages those who have the 
capacity to do so to sign up. 

The new donor circle is gaining traction already 
and has secured its first patrons with a generous 
donation from Chris and Christine Guille. 

“For nearly 30 years we have been nurturing 
the next generation of creative talent in South 
Australia,” says Jane. “I am just so excited to meet 
the philanthropists of tomorrow, who are just as 
passionate as we are in supporting and nurturing 
local artists to develop vibrant practices and, 
ultimately, provide financial sustainability to them, 
now and in the future.”  

HA>NESS is proudly supported by LK Law and the 
Macquarie Group. The Helpmann Academy extends 
special thanks to patrons Chris and Christine Guille.
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Jack Overall 
University of Adelaide

Jack is an emerging cellist who will 
undertake a mentorship with composer, 
song-writer, arranger, pianist and 

musical director Mark Simeon Ferguson and jazz violinist 
Julian Ferraretto. These mentorships will support 
his composition project, A Place to Call Home, a new 
collaborative work for the Nexus Arts Orchestra.

Julia Vosnakis 
Flinders University

Julia is an emerging writer, director and 
producer. Julia aims to inspire young 
ethnic women and break the stereotype 

of being confined to roles solely based on their heritage. 
Julia will undertake a mentorship with Bina Bhattacharya, 
the creative head of Gemme de La Femme Pictures.

Luke Wiltshire 
Flinders University

Luke is an emerging writer and actor 
with an incredibly strong passion for 
queer artwork and queer stories. In 

early 2024 Luke will commence a playwriting development 
mentorship with playwright Emily Steel. The opportunity 
will focus on the further development of Luke’s script Squid. 

Stephanie Doddridge  
University of South Australia

Stephanie is a multidisciplinary artist 
predominantly working with ceramics, 
textiles, sculpture, and printmaking 

methods. Stephanie had the opportunity to develop 
her practice with the support of South Australian artist 
Bridget Currie. They explored how gestural markmaking 
and forms can be articulated in Stephanie’s practice.

Zarek Wentzell  
University of Adelaide

Zarek is a Music Theatre graduate from 
the Elder Conservatorium of Music. 
Zarek was mentored by vocal coach Tim 

Smith, where he had the opportunity to practice and learn 
from a world-renowned practitioner. 

PAGE 20 

Mentorships

Gallery Assistant Mentorship
This new mentorship opportunity was generously 
supported by Hill Smith Art Advisory and provided an 
emerging artist with the chance to learn from industry 
icons Margo and Sam Hill-Smith about the day-to-day 
operations of a running a private gallery through to 
preparing, planning, and assisting with the delivery of 
a pop-up group exhibition.

2023 Recipient
Oakey 
University of South Australia 

Helpmann Academy Graduate Exhibition  
Project Curator
The Project Curator undertook a mentorship with curatorial 
mentor Patrice Sharkey, ACE Artistic Director, to mount 
Helpmann Academy’s annual Graduate Exhibition. This 
opportunity was proudly supported by The City of Adelaide.

2023 Recipient
Hannah Coleman 
University of South Australia 

Helpmann Academy InReview Mentorship 
The Helpmann Academy InReview Mentorship seeks to 
develop the next generation of arts reviewers and rebuild 
the practice of robust discourse and analysis of South 
Australian performing and visual arts.

2023 Recipients
Shannon Pearce 
University of Adelaide 
 
Nicky Tsz Tung Li 
University of South Australia

Elevate Mentorship Program
The Elevate Mentorship program is one of Helpmann’s 
longest running programs and continues to provide 
specialist professional development, pairing emerging 
creatives with industry leaders to broaden their creative 
practice and support their next steps. Valued at up to 
$3,000, these mentorships are tailored to the emerging 
artist’s needs and goals, ensuring they receive guidance 
and training unique to their current practice.

2023 Round 1 Recipients 

Anika Gardner  
Flinders University

Anika is an emerging artist interested in 
the intersection between the disciplines 
of cognitive science and sculpture. 

Anika had the rare opportunity to be mentored by one 
of Australia’s most iconic contemporary visual artists, 
Stelarc. Together, the pair interrogated the intersections 
of robotics, cognitive sciences, and art.

 

Kate Hwang  
University of Adelaide

Kate is an emerging cellist and 
recent graduate from the Elder 
Conservatorium of Music. Kate 

was mentored by leading cellist Hyung Suk Bae, 
Associate Principal Cellist at the Queensland 
Symphony Orchestra. 

Kiah Lanagan 
University of Adelaide 

Kiah is an emerging vocalist and 
recent graduate from the Elder 
Conservatorium of Music. She 

performed at the illustrious South by Southwest (SXSW) 
Music Festival in Austin, Texas, and was mentored by 
Brooklyn-based musician Aubrey Haddard whose 
performance at SXSW caught Kiah’s attention. 

“This mentorship opportunity allowed me 
to connect with an incredible inspiring and 
innovative artists, Stelarc. Given our shared 
interest in robotics and art, we used the 
opportunity to design a prototype for an 
exciting robotic installation for the Palmer 
Sculpture Biennial.” — Anika Gardner

“As I embark on my creative business venture —  
Whisper Tree Productions — I am reminded that 
no one succeeds alone. Mentors are important 
sounding boards. They provide experience, 
support problem solving, and bring new 
perspectives. Most importantly, they help build 
confidence.” — Gemma Salomon 

2023 Round 2 Recipients

Alice Hu  
University of South Australia

Alice is an emerging visual artist. Her 
works are often philosophy-based, 
working across mediums such as 

ceramics, painting, glass, tattoos and installation. Alice 
will undertake a mentorship with Raphael Garcia, who is 
a skilled 3D printing expert, designer and entrepreneur. 

Ellis Moseley 
Flinders University

Elis is an emerging ceramicist 
often seeking to draw attention to 
social concerns through conceptual 

mechanisms that encourage a deeper consideration 
of our own attitudes and behaviour. Ellis will embark 
on a mentorship with ceramicist Bruce Nuske, who is 
renowned for his exceptional skill with porcelain clay.

Gemma Salomon  
Flinders University

Gemma is the founder of Whisper Tree 
Productions — a new femme-focused, 
intersectional genre film and TV house 

based in South Australia. Gemma will bring a team 
of four mentors together that have distinct skills and 
experience within the film industry — Writer/Director: 
Molly Reynolds, Writer/Director: Maddie Parry, Producer: 
Rebecca Elliot and Senior Manager at Perks: Sanja Hiziak.

The Elevate Mentorships Program is presented by 
Commonwealth Private as Major Partner & Program 
Champion and supported through a giving circle of key 
philanthropic patrons.
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IMAGE: STEPHANIE DODDRIDGE, GOURDS, 2023. PORCELAIN, GLAZE, BODY STAIN,  
WATERCOLOUR, PLANT DYES, CALENDULA, DANDELION. PHOTO BY: SAM ROBERTS.

Build your own journey
BY HENRY WOLFF

From internationally acclaimed artists like Stelarc 
through to beloved locals, interstate musicians, and more, 
South Australian emerging creatives are ambitiously 
pursuing self-led professional development projects 
through the Helpmann Academy’s Elevate Mentorship 
Program. As told to Henry Wolff. 

Mentorships are a powerful means for anyone to 
develop new skills, connections, and pathways in their 
chosen profession. Recognising this, the Helpmann 
Academy — with the support from a passionate giving 
circle of key philanthropic patrons — offers the Elevate 
Mentorship Program. 

With projects valued at up to $3,000 each, Elevate 
Mentorships are an artist-led form of learning, where 
emerging creatives can define their own professional 
development goals and work with more experienced 
practitioners to achieve them. For some, this can mean 
pursuing support and guidance to develop skills related 
to their craft, be that artistic, musical, production, film 
or more. For others, this can be an opportunity to focus 
on the development of business skills related to being a 
sole trader, such as networking, marketing, or strategic 
planning. 

The beauty of a mentorship is the capacity to mould the 
project to the needs of those involved. 

Mentorships can be built to respond to time constraints, 
with some projects being undertaken in short intensive 
timeframes, while others can be stretched over longer 
time periods and involve multiple consultations 
with a mentor.

Stephanie Doddridge is a local emerging multidisciplinary 
artist currently undertaking a mentorship with beloved 
South Australian visual artist Bridget Currie. Together, 
they have been navigating exhibition experiences and 
making, while planning how Stephanie can grow her 
practice into the future.

“The mentorship has supported me in navigating the 
production and curation of my first solo exhibition, along 
with planning my second solo exhibition and finding future 
opportunities,” says Stephanie. “It has been incredibly 
valuable to me and my practice. With Bridget’s input in 
the final production and curation, I successfully put on my 
first solo exhibition at the gallery at St Peters Town Hall 
and ended up winning the SALA City Rural Emerging Artist 

Award for one of my pieces in the exhibition … Bridget was 
able to guide me with pricing my artworks, on how to liaise 
with gallery staff, and was there to reassure me before my 
speech on opening night.”

Anika Gardner has had the rare opportunity this year to be 
mentored by one of Australia’s most iconic contemporary 
visual artists, Stelarc. Together, the pair have embarked 
on an interrogation of the intersections of robotics, 
cognitive sciences, and art to support the development of 
Anika’s future work.

“I have had the opportunity to ask Stelarc many questions 
about philosophy, fabrication and his career with robotics 
art. We have completed several Zooms and have 
successfully worked together to develop a prototype for 
the Palmer Sculpture Biennial,” shares Anika. “We have 
had great chats about current trends in robotics and 
computational analysis and how our art practices can 
intersect. I have learnt some good lessons about letting 
the artistic process guide, and not the scientific mindset, 
i.e. not being outcome-focused! Stelarc has even come and 
visited the site to better work on the project with me!”

IMAGE: SITE VISIT WITH STELARC AND ANIKA GARDNER AHEAD OF PALMER 

SCULPTURE BIENNIAL, 2023. IMAGE COURTESY OF ANIKA GARDNER.
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Kate Hwang, a local emerging musician, has been 
undertaking one-on-one lessons with Hyung Suk Bae, the 
Associate Principal Cellist at the Queensland Symphony 
Orchestra. These lessons focus on standard orchestral 
excerpts and concerto pieces, and are complemented by 
regular rehearsals with a piano accompaniment.

“So far I have had around five lessons with Hyung and 
four rehearsals with Mizusa (piano accompanist). I have 
received lots of positive feedback on my playing and now 
have a greater understanding of the pieces through this 
project,” says Kate. “This mentorship program has also 
pushed me to learn and adapt quickly, which has improved 
my playing immensely. I have also been able to deal better 
with my performance anxiety as I gain more experience.”

IMAGE: BRIDGET CURRIE AND STEPHANIE DODDRIDGE AT THE OPENING OF THE 

EXHIBITION, ON HARVESTING DANDELIONS, 2023. PHOTO BY: DARREN CLEMENTS.

IMAGE: CELLO PLAYER KATE HWANG IN PILGRIM 
CHURCH. PHOTO BY: AAP/BRENTON EDWARDS.

IMAGE: STILL FROM BRENDAN GODFREY’S SHORT 

FILM, DRAGGED UNDER. IMAGE SUPPLIED.

IMAGE: REN WILLIAMS IN POINTS OF SALE. IMAGE SUPPLIED.

These relationships between mentees and their mentors 
are testament to the power of mentorships to support 
emerging artists to flourish in their chosen field through 
bespoke projects. These projects also reveal how the 
impact of mentoring stretches beyond the scope of 
professional practice, inspiring confidence and sparking 
ambition for the future.

The Elevate Mentorships Program is presented by 
Commonwealth Private as Major Partner & Program 
Champion and supported through a giving circle of key 
philanthropic patrons.

Awards

2024 Elise Ross Regional Award
Recognising the challenges faced by regional creatives, 
the Helpmann Academy — with support from the Ross 
Family — launched the inaugural Elise Ross Regional 
Award, which provides support specifically for emerging 
creatives based in regional South Australia.

The first recipient of this award is Brendan Godfrey, 
University of South Australia. Brendan is a writer 
and director living and working in Port Augusta West, 
and completed a Bachelor of Media Arts (Film and 
Television) in 2021.

Brendan has made several no-budget narrative, 
documentary and experimental short films that have 
appeared in local film festivals such as Underexposed and 
the Fleurieu Film Festival. He was also a producer and 
cinematographer for the SA Screen Awards-nominated 
and Sony Catchlight Festival Student Award runner-up 
short Nature Therapy (2020). He recently completed his 
first funded short as writer/director — Paper Cuts — which 
is currently on its festival run and recently screened as 
part of the 2023 Mórbido Film Fest in Mexico. 

The Elise Ross Regional Award will assist Brendan to 
attend the AFTRS Directing Intensive in Sydney, The 
Director’s Role Mercury Launch Lab, and the Marketing & 
Festivals Mercury Launch Lab.

2024 Neil Curnow Award
The Neil Curnow Award is made possible through 
the generous bequest of the late Neil Curnow, an 
extraordinary man of the theatre based in Adelaide. 
Following his impressive career as an actor, director, 
teacher and voice coach, Neil made a bequest through the 

“I’m incredibly honoured to be the inaugural 
recipient of the Elise Ross Regional Award — 
the award will help support me to undertake 
targeted development as a director and 
expand my networks in the local and national 
film making communities,” shared Brendan

Independent Arts Foundation to support emerging South 
Australian theatre people through this prestigious award. 
We are honoured to continue his legacy today. 

The Neil Curnow Award is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity 
for emerging South Australian creatives to pursue career 
development in acting, theatre development, or directing.

We are thrilled to announce that Ren Williams, Flinders 
University, is the recipient of the Neil Curnow Award. Ren 
is an actor, writer, director and co-founder of independent 
theatre company CRAM Collective. Ren graduated with a 
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Drama) Honours in 2021.

Ren made her stage directing debut in 2021 with 
Truck Stop and won the State Theatre Company South 
Australia’s Young Playwright Award for her play Modified. 
In 2022, she performed and produced CRAM Collective’s 
world premiere Something Big following their sold-out 
show New World Coming, a show created in five days. She 
has competed in Adelaide’s 48 Hour Film for the past six 
years, winning Best Film for her direction in Andii (2018) 
and Best Actress for her performance in Ingénue (2021).

In 2024, Ren will travel to London to undertake a 
four-week intensive screen acting course with the Actors 
Studio. This will be followed by a week-long intensive at 
the International School of Screen Acting with tutoring 
by renowned industry professionals, including Sue 
Dunderdale, Ben Cogan, Jane Ahmore, and Leon Lopez.
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The Helpmann Academy has launched the Elise Ross 
Regional Award to support regional South Australian 
emerging creatives. 

Throughout regional South Australia, there are 
communities who understand better than most the power 
of the arts. They recognise the significant role creativity 
plays in connecting people, building camaraderie, and 
enriching our lives. But while regional communities value 
the arts (much like their metropolitan counterparts), often 
the road to success for emerging regional creatives is a 
much more difficult one.
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Supporting our regional 
emerging creatives
BY HENRY WOLFF

Having grown up in regional South Australia, Elise Ross 
knows the challenges faced by regional creatives. “I am 
all too familiar with the obstacles young regional people 
face when trying to pursue their passion. There just isn’t 
the same access to support or professional development 
as is available to creatives based in, or around, major 
cities. We want to try and help change this and support 
emerging regional creatives to chase successful careers 
in the arts,” shared Ross.

Recognising the challenges faced by regional creatives, the  
Helpmann Academy — with support from the Ross Family — 

have launched the inaugural Elise Ross Regional Award. Valued at up to 
$5,000, the award is intended to support the professional development of a 
Helpmann Academy-eligible creative living in a regional area. 

The award can go towards supporting a variety of professional development 
outcomes. “It might be that an emerging regional creative is wanting to 
develop a show, they might want to come to Adelaide, or go interstate to do 
some professional development, or go on a residency. They might want to 
develop something in their own community — it might be a performance or 
there might be a group of musicians wanting to put on a show,” says Helpmann 
Academy CEO Jane MacFarlane. “We are broad in terms of the types of 
projects eligible creatives can apply for, and we are eager to see this fit with 
the access needs for regional artists. For example, the Helpmann Academy 
have had many artists living regionally who have received funding to do 
mentorships, but a lot of these have taken place online due to geographical 
obstacles. Essentially these days, with the technology that is available, there is 
so much scope to do different things.”

An artist who recently completed a project regionally with support from 
the Helpmann Academy is proud Wangkumaran contemporary artist Crista 
Bradshaw. Crista created the exhibition gawa nali yanta-ra nanta nura-anai 
(Come on, we’ll go to my camp) featuring photographic works for display 
in the 2023 SALA Festival. “The exhibition stands as an ode to the heritage 
of Wangkumara, an invitation to feel the raw emotions ties to returning 
to Country, and an opportunity to contemplate the implications of cultural 
absence in modern times,” shares Crista. “Through photography and its 
interplay with light and darkness, we embark on a journey of reflection and 
understanding, seeking to bridge the gaps between the past and the present, 
and to honour the enduring spirit of the land and its people.”

Crista’s project illustrates how initiatives by the Helpmann Academy, like the 
Elise Ross Regional Award, can have a meaningful and vital impact on the 
development of regional emerging artistic practices and empower individuals 
to progress in their career.

The Elise Ross Regional Award is proudly supported by the Ross Family.

IMAGE: CRISTA BRADSHAW, 2023. IMAGE COURTESY OF THE ARTIST.
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Meet the Artist

Ticket to the 
international stage
BY HENRY WOLFF

IMAGE: BRITTANY GALLASCH, 2023. IMAGE SUPPLIED.

The Helpmann Academy are proud to offer the Neil Curnow 
Award, with up to $10,000 funding to support an emerging 
creative in developing acting, theatre development, or 
directing skills. After a hiatus during the pandemic, 
Flinders University graduate Brittany Gallasch, was the 
recipient of the 2023 Neil Curnow Award. Henry Wolff sat 
down with Brittany to discuss her experiences and how 
emerging creatives can make the most of the opportunity.

HENRY: What attracts you to developing skills around 
Motion Capture (MoCap) acting? And how have you 
combined this with movement or fight direction?

BRITTANY: MoCap acting has always held a special 
fascination for me. I love being child-like and relying 
on my imagination and physicality to bring characters 
and environments to life. It feels like a digital form of 
puppeteering. I’m also inspired by the diverse array of 
characters you can play in MoCap acting, from humans to 
animals, or even strange fantasy creatures. As the world 
becomes more technologically advanced, I’m excited 
to see the possibilities that lie ahead for MoCap in this 
evolving space. 

After learning more about the demands of the international 
MoCap industry, I found myself naturally gravitating 
towards dramatic combat/fight and physical theatre 
skills. These skills complement each other as they 
are fundamentally centred on the ability to tell a story 
and evoke emotions through movement, gestures, and 
expression. 

HENRY: Tell me more about working with Stephanie 
Osztrichter at Fourth Monkey, and what you experienced 
as part of her movement and devising-based classes.

BRITTANY: Working with Stephanie at Fourth Monkey was 
incredible; not only is she a fantastic movement teacher 

and director, she’s also an amazing human being who made 
me feel super welcome at the school. Through watching 
her work with the students on different projects, I learnt a 
lot about the role of Movement Director and how movement 
direction can enhance performances for traditional theatre, 
devising, and MoCap. I participated in many different 
movement and devising classes under Stephanie’s 
guidance, where I learnt about crafting performances for 
unconventional settings, gained skills in developing group 
choreography, delved into the world of interactive theatre, 
and explored the intricacies of mask techniques and 
principles of the Lecoq methodology.

What truly resonated with me was Steph’s lesson on 
‘translation’, which involves the art of observing movement 
in everyday life — from the graceful swaying of trees in the 
breeze to the agility of squirrels, or to the subtle dynamics 
of people in public spaces — and harnessing this inspiration 
to create innovative physical theatre choreography.  A 
highlight was observing the students embark on their 
unique group devising projects, with each team embracing 
a distinct approach. Some chose to begin with music, while 
others explored themes, poetry, psychology theories, or 
striking visual images. This opened my eyes to the limitless 
ways to devise new work and gave me plenty of new 
devising tools!

HENRY: You explored methodologies like Lecoq and mask 
techniques with Stephanie — can you share a little more 
about these techniques?

BRITTANY: Exploring new movement methodologies 
such as Lecoq and mask with Stephanie was an 
incredibly exciting. These techniques are designed to 
enhance an actor’s physicality and expressiveness while 
simultaneously honing their physical precision. I explored 
different emotional states using Larval masks which are 

oversized, geometric masks that amplify an actor’s movement, forcing them 
to make clear, precise, and efficient physical choices. It was hard to see when 
wearing the Larval masks, so I had to rely on senses such as sound, kinaesthetic 
awareness, and audience awareness to navigate my performance. This process 
taught me the importance of having good body awareness, and the power of 
subtlety and exaggeration in performance. 

Stephanie, who trained at the Jacques Lecoq school in France, integrated this 
methodology into her warm-ups and movement classes. Jacques Lecoq aimed to 
revolutionise text-based theatre, envisioning a future-focused, body-centred, and 
universally accessible form of theatre. I was drawn to Lecoq’s ‘20 movements’, 
which are a set of foundational physical movements developed specifically for 
actors to enhance their balance, coordination, rhythm, and control. Through 
these classes I felt more playful and connected to my body, helping me to convey 
emotions and character traits through movement alone. 
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IMAGE: BRITTANY GALLASCH SHOOTING AND PRODUCING FIRST MOCAP FILM, 2023. IMAGE SUPPLIED.

HENRY: There are many ways performers approach 
and employ movement. What do you see is the role of 
movement within your practice? And how does this 
connect with an audience?

BRITTANY: Movement is at the heart of my artistic 
practice as a performer no matter what the medium is, 
be it film, theatre, or MoCap. Audiences are smart and 
they will automatically read an actor’s body language, 
so physicality, breath, and movement is crucial to create 
believable characters. There’s nothing worse than seeing 
an actor being a talking head onstage. Similarly, in MoCap, 
every gesture and nuance of movement is captured and 
translated onto a digital character, so it’s important to 
be conscious of one’s body language and physical habits. 
Physical theatre has even less reliance on words and facial 
expressions, so the body becomes the primary tool for 
storytelling and conveying meaning to the audience. 

HENRY: I understand you undertook MoCap training at The 
MoCap Vaults — what was this experience like?

BRITTANY: Training with The MoCap Vaults was amazing! 
I was really excited especially because my MoCap mentor, 
Paul William Mawhinney, trained with them and built a 
successful MoCap career through their guidance. There 
were about fifteen of us, and everyone was genuinely open 
and enthusiastic about MoCap. The course took us through 
an in-depth exploration of character creation, enhancing my 
toolkit of imagination, observation, body awareness and the 
specific performance skills needed for MoCap shoots. 

HENRY: The MoCap Vaults is the world’s leading MoCap 
performance capture school. I imagine you would have 
been there with people from all over the world — did 
you develop any unexpected connections or professional 
relationships?

BRITTANY: Yes, this course was certainly a hub for 
meeting many other performers with similar ambitions 
and passions to me. The course attracted many different 
performers — some were actors like me; others were 
dancers, improvisers, stunt performer, or educators. 
Through social media, I’ve been able to stay connected with 
my fellow MoCap enthusiasts, and it’s been awesome to 
keep up with their journeys to stay inspired. 

I was fortunate to establish professional connections with 
John Dower and Gareth Taylor from The MoCap Vaults. 
Gareth is a brilliant movement director, physical theatre 
deviser and MoCap actor, who led the course I participated 
in. I learnt about his journey towards becoming a sought-
after movement director in London and about the diverse 
range of projects he gets involved in as both a performer 
and movement director. I also had the privilege of having 
a one-on-one meeting with John Dower, the founder of 
The MoCap Vaults. John offered me valuable insights 
into the intricacies of the industry, the specific skills I 
should be building as a performer, and gave me a broader 
understanding of where MoCap and performance capture 
was heading in the future. 

HENRY: Intensives can be extremely valuable learning 
environments, but by their nature they are ‘intense’ — 
what was it like undertaking the Fight the Good Fight 
Stage Combat Intensive with Captivate Action at 
Dancehouse Melbourne?

BRITTANY: Yes, the course was VERY intense, but also 
wonderful. After day two, I distinctly remember feeling sore 
all over, but I was having too much fun to let it stop me. 
Lyndall Grant, one of Australia’s leading fight directors, led 
the course. Under her guidance, we delved into various 
weapon styles, including unarmed combat, knives, rapiers, 
long swords, how to fall, and much more. A lot of the 
combat weapons were new to me, so I found some more 
challenging than others. However, it was empowering 
to deepen my practical understanding and technical 
proficiency across a wide spectrum of weapons, enhancing 
my versatility as a performer. Being an intensive, I found 
my ability to pick up fight choreography got quicker as the 
week went, and I developed a new appreciation for the 
skills that go into creating convincing fight scenes for the 
stage or screen. 

HENRY: I believe that this intensive involved learning how 
to use weapons and unarmed combat onstage. This sounds 
like a lot of fun, but how are these actions navigated safely 
while maintaining believability for an audience?

BRITTANY: It’s such a delicate skill to be able to maintain 
believability whilst also keeping the performers and 
audience safe. When tackling a new weapon, we began 
with individual basic drills, maintaining distance from 
each other. Next, we paired up to rehearse choreography 
at a slow pace, gradually building up to full speed until it 
became second nature. Each move was choreographed 
in detail, much like a dance routine. When performing, 
non-verbal communication such as maintaining eye-contact 
and giving subtle non-verbal cues also help coordinate 
actions smoothly and safety. Then it all comes down to 
the acting! I learnt how to suspend an audience’s disbelief 
through positioning, timing, and incorporating vocal and 
facial expressions. 

HENRY: How important was the support of the Neil Curnow 
Award, the Helpmann Academy, and the Independent Arts 
Foundation in making these professional development 
experiences possible?

BRITTANY: The support of the Neil Curnow Award, the 
Helpmann Academy, and the Independent Arts Foundation 
was vital in shaping my artistic path and helping me grow 
to the next level as an artist. The experiences I’ve had have 
been nothing short of mind-blowing. With their support, I’ve 
had the opportunity to witness the thriving MoCap industry 
in London and connect with some of the world’s best 
professionals, helping me see and carve a path forward. 
This experience also helped me to grow my community 
of practice and meet so many like-minded performers. 
Having the chance to travel to another country where I 
got to witnessing incredible shows, explore museums and 
galleries, and observe cutting-edge technologies was truly 
inspiring. I am so grateful for their support, and I’m excited 
to use the skills and tools to enrich the MoCap industry in 
Adelaide. 

HENRY: You got up to a lot of amazing things as part 
of your Neil Curnow Award activities — how are these 
experiences influencing your work?

BRITTANY: Since returning to Adelaide, I’ve been eager to 
apply the knowledge and skills I’ve gained by creating a 
MoCap showreel and doing various performance MoCap 
experiments at The Void, an optical MoCap studio at 
Flinders University. My aim is to keep making MoCap 
content that pushes boundaries in Australia. Looking ahead 
to next year, I’ll be undertaking an internship with Patch 
Theatre to develop a new children’s show that incorporates 
physical theatre and inertial MoCap technology. 

The Neil Curnow Award is proudly supported by the 
Independent Arts Foundation.

IMAGE: BRITTANY GALLASCH, 2023. IMAGE SUPPLIED.
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IMAGE: JAZZMEIA HORN PERFORMING AT THE UKARIA CULTURAL CENTRE. PHOTO BY: DANIEL MARKS.

Authentic, unpretentious, 
and engaging: Jazzmeia Horn 
Live at UKARIA
BY KAYA BLUM

With the jazz festival season in Melbourne, Brisbane, 
Sydney, and Perth fast approaching, South Australian 
jazz fans might be feeling a little FOMO. But some of us 
were lucky — extremely lucky — to see the extraordinary 
talent of award-winning American singer and songwriter 
Jazzmeia Horn here in our own backyard. 

The Helpmann Academy and the University of Adelaide’s 
Elder Conservatorium of Music have brought the three-
time Grammy-nominated artist to Adelaide for workshops 
with jazz students and two Australian-exclusive 
performances. The first was held at the stunning UKARIA 
Cultural Centre on the Mount Barker Summit in the 
Adelaide Hills.

Architecturally designed in collaboration with a world-
renowned acoustical engineering team, UKARIA was 
purpose-built for sound, specifically chamber music. 
A glass wall behind the performance space provides 
sweeping views of the surrounding gardens and Mount 
Barker’s summit. With a seating capacity of 220 and a full 
house, it was a superb environment for Horn’s exquisite 
vocals and accompanying four-piece band.

The band was meant to feature Horn’s regular pianist 
Victor Gould, but a last-minute cancellation put the grand 
piano in the highly accomplished hands of the Elder 
Conservatorium’s Head of Jazz, Mark Simeon Ferguson, 
also a leading composer, arranger, and pianist. He was 
joined by bassist and composer Dr Lyndon Gray, also a 
lecturer at the Conservatorium; and rising talent Jackson 
Mack, a young drummer, composer, and arranger who 

recently wowed audiences at the Adelaide Jazz Festival’s 
jazz jam with the Django Rowe Quartet. It’s hard to fathom 
he’s only in the second year of his degree at the Con.

It was harder still to believe this band had just two 
rehearsals with Horn for this intimate performance. It’s 
testament to their professionalism and talent, but also to 
Horn’s experience and skill as a bandleader.

Horn’s set comprised mostly originals from her three 
albums, interspersed with a few superbly interpreted 
covers. She opened with the joyfully upbeat “Free Your 
Mind”.  Other original compositions included “Searchin’”, 
the swinging grooves of “He Could Be Perfect”, “Legs And 
Arms”, the perky “When I Say”, the powerful “Strive”, and 
more. Later in the set, we were also treated to a brand 
new song, “Voicemail Blues”, which she said we were the 
first to hear.

Her delivery combined powerful octave-traversing 
singing with spoken word and some astoundingly original 
scats. Horn has been compared to jazz vocalists Betty 
Carter, Nancy Wilson, and Sarah Vaughan. Like Carter, 
Horn has superb control of her instrument. But Horn’s 
scatting is like nothing I’ve ever heard — her originality of 
interpretation transcends.

Her vocal gymnastics stretched from low gravelly tones 
to high notes edging on a scream. The diversity of tone 
and indeed the sounds she elicits come from an extremely 
powerful voice. Her scat in “He Could Be Perfect” included 
a bar of what sounded like an exotic bird — or was it 
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A Night of 
Jazz 2023
Nine emerging jazz musicians and graduates from the 
Elder Conservatorium of Music, University of Adelaide, 
were presented with $32,500 in awards at A Night of Jazz 
with Jazzmeia Horn.

Helpmann Academy Langley Award for Jazz 
Valued at $7,500 and supported by the K&S Langley Fund. 
Was presented to Daniel Isler — Trumpet

Helpmann Academy Award for Voice   
Valued at $5,000 and supported by Dr Rob Lyons.  
Was presented to Grace Mensforth — Voice

Helpmann Academy Top Honours Award  
Valued at $5,000 and supported by David McKee AO & 
Pam McKee. Was presented to Marco Callisto — Piano

Helpmann Academy Top Undergraduate Award    
Valued at $5,000 and supported by the Lang 
Family Foundation. Was presented to Lewis 
Dimitropoulos — Drums

Helpmann Academy Award for Outstanding Saxophonist 
Valued at $2,000 and supported by JD & The Crabs.  
Was presented Gwilym Davies — Saxophone

Helpmann Academy Award for Multi-Instrumentalist    
Valued at $2,000 and supported by DankPods.  
Was presented to Solomon Young — Piano, Vibraphone, 
Saxophone, Bass Guitar, Hammond Organ and Clarinet

Helpmann Academy Award for Outstanding Bassist  
Valued at $2,000 and supported by DankPods.  
Was presented to Daniel Courts — Double Bass

Helpmann Academy Award for Outstanding Vocalist     
Valued at $2,000 and supported by Dr Rob Lyons.  
Was presented to Millie Curry — Voice

Tommy Norman Award  Valued at $2,000 and supported 
by Kim Norman & Family and the University of Adelaide. 
Was presented to Edmund Black — Piano

The Helpmann Academy acknowledges the incredible 
generosity of the award partners and donors who make 
these fantastic awards possible.

dolphin chatter? A rapid clickety-click-squeak-click: 
surprising, distinctive, brilliant.

No wonder she has won both the Sarah Vaughan 
International Jazz Vocal Competition (2013) and the 
Thelonious Monk Institute International Jazz Competition 
(2015). Oh, and the Grammy Award nominations for each 
of her three albums.

As an entertainer, Horn was authentic, unpretentious, 
and engaging as she introduced each song with brief 
but charming anecdotes that provided insight into her 
songwriting, with barely a trace of her Texan childhood in 
her accent. Enabled by the intimate setting of UKARIA’s 
performance space, she asked the audience questions, 
had us singing and clapping along to the chorus of 
“Strive”, and even spoke directly to individuals.
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PHOTO BY: DANIEL MARKS.

During up-tempo numbers, she kicked off her shoes 
and stood to the side, dancing and clearly enjoying the 
grooves, giving the band members space during their 
solos. But the stage clearly belonged to Horn. After 
ending the set with the standard “I Remember You”, the 
audience showed their enthusiastic appreciation with an 
almost instant standing ovation.

The opportunity to see a performer of her calibre in such 
an acoustically dynamic yet intimate atmosphere was a 
privilege — and unforgettable.

This article was first published in Australianjazz.net

This event was supported by UKARIA Cultural Centre.  
With special thanks to David McKee AO & Pam McKee.

IMAGE: JAZZMEIA AND HER BAND. PHOTO BY: DANIEL MARKS.
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A Night of Jazz 
with Jazzmeia Horn
BY SHANNON PEARCE

New York-based award-winning jazz vocalist Jazzmeia 
Horn performed alongside top emerging musicians from 
the Elder Conservatorium of Music in the captivating 
concert, A Night of Jazz, at Elder Hall. Emerging arts 
reviewer Shannon Pearce was there to capture the magic.

Each year, the Helpmann Academy and the University 
of Adelaide treat students and alumni of the Elder 
Conservatorium of Music with a visit from a leading jazz 
artist. This year, graduating musicians were mentored by 
three-time Grammy Award nominee Jazzmeia Horn, whose 
two-week stay culminated in A Night of Jazz at Elder Hall 
on Friday.

The concert is an annual awards event celebrating top 
graduating musicians from the Conservatorium, and this 
year’s instrumental winners kicked off the night with a 
lively rendition of Benny Golson’s “Stablemates”. Between 
the broad ride sound of drummer Lewis Dimitropoulos and 

the vibraphone of multi-instrumentalist Solomon Young, 
this band has a solid sound.

Outstanding Vocalist Award winner Millie Curry took to 
the stage for a beautiful arrangement of “Dedicated to 
You”. Her voice transports audiences to a time gone by, 
and she made it look effortless. The solo by Outstanding 
Saxophonist Award winner Gwilym Davies was also sweet 
and tender.

Next up was an original song titled “Expectations” from 
Grace Mensforth (Award for Voice) and trumpeter Daniel 
Isler (who scooped the top award of the night — the 
$7,500 Helpmann Academy Langley Award for Jazz). The 
contemporary tune and arrangement offered an exciting 
snapshot of Adelaide’s up-and-coming jazz voices with 
its fresh groove and open sound. Mensforth’s vocals here 
displayed the power behind her voice.

Throughout this set, drummer Lewis Dimitropoulos and 
bassist Daniel Courts held things together, laying down a 
strong foundation for the band to dance upon.

A snappy version of Richard Rodgers’ and Lorenz Hart’s 
“Blue Moon” closed out the concert’s first set. Young’s 
vibraphone solo was mesmerising to watch as he gently 
sang along with his improvisations.

One of the most enjoyable parts of A Night of Jazz is 
witnessing how much the young musicians love their craft 
and revel in the skill and musicianship of their peers. 
Even at this early stage in their music careers, they carry 
themselves as professionals.

At this point in the evening, Helpmann Academy CEO 
Jane MacFarlane announced the recipients of this year’s 
Jazz Awards, while Isler spoke about the importance of 
supporting the arts and investing in young artists. The 
trumpet player, who graduated from the Conservatorium 
in 2020, plans to use his award to help create a new album 
with his band Soylent Green.

Horn was a striking presence as she made her way to the 
stage for the second set, wearing an azure-blue kaftan and 
tall gold turban.

Head of Jazz and pianist Mark Ferguson, bassist Lyndon 
Gray, and drummer Jackson Mack joined her for an 
arrangement of her original song “Tip”. The flexibility 
through Horn’s range is astonishing — she moves 
from the low depths of her voice to whistle tones with 
complete ease — and Ferguson, Gray and Mack produced a 
fantastic sound.

The emerging musicians joined Horn for later numbers, 
with the band switching out members to feature the 
various award winners, all of whom were impressive.

Horn’s original songs “Free Your Mind” and “When I Say” 
blend traditional swing, R&B, soul, and contemporary 
jazz to create a unique and captivating mixture of 
sounds. Elements of spoken word give her artistic voice a 
chance to shine.

Pianists Marco Callisto and Ferguson created moments of 
absolute beauty in two other originals, “Green Eyes” and 
“Where We Are”, each featuring lush piano intros.

The night ended with a playful and joyful arrangement of 
Victor Schertzinger and Johnny Mercer’s “I Remember 
You”. Horn and Curry shared the vocals with an enchanting 
exchange of the head. Davies’ sax solo stood out here — he 
has a real command over these changes.

Horn — who also performed an intimate Sunday afternoon 
concert at UKARIA Cultural Centre during her visit to 
Adelaide — shows what it means to play music for joy.

For the jazz graduates watching and working with her, she 
set an example for what music can look like outside the 
world of classes and grades enforced by study. A Night 
of Jazz was a fantastic send-off for the graduates as they 
hone their musical voices and begin to explore all the 
possibilities ahead of them.

This article was first published on InDaily and InReview.
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IMAGE: JAZZ VOCALIST JAZZMEIA HORN CAPTIVATED THE AUDIENCE WITH HER 

PERFORMANCE AT A NIGHT OF JAZZ, PRESENTED BY THE HELPMANN ACADEMY 

AND THE UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE. PHOTO BY: SAM ROBERTS.
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Meet the Artist

Helpmann Academy 
Langley Award for Jazz
BY YIDAN ZHANG

Daniel Isler is a recent graduate from the Elder 
Conservatorium of Music and the recipient of the 
Helpmann Academy Langley Award for Jazz 2023. In the 
realm of contemporary jazz, Daniel emerges as a luminary 
whose trumpet melodies reverberate with innovation and 
creative depth, redefining the boundaries of traditional 
jazz with his current band, Soylent Green. Written by 
Yidan Zhang.

When asked to define his craft, Daniel introduces 
himself as a musician whose primary instrument is 
the trumpet. However, his journey spans far beyond 
mere instrumentality, weaving through diverse musical 
landscapes, from major festivals like Splendour in the 
Grass to collaborative experiences with ensembles like 
Tervete Collective and Elsy Wameyo. Each chapter of 
his musical odyssey has left an indelible mark on his 
approach, shaping Soylent Green’s distinctive sound.

At the core of Soylent Green’s sonic innovation lies 
Daniel’s audacious experimentation with FX pedals. 
Inspired by Maurice Brown’s innovative pedal use, 
Daniel embarked on a sonic expedition transcending the 
conventional trumpet soundscape. Progressing from 
haphazard pedal settings to crafting textured sonic 
landscapes, he aims to expand the band’s sonic palette, 
often rendering the trumpet’s tone unrecognisable. Daniel 
enriches the band’s sonic tapestry by shifting focus from 
individual virtuosity to enhancing the collective musical 
narrative.

Daniel says, “Playing around with FX pedals has always 
been such a cool idea. I remember seeing Maurice Brown 
play in Melbourne, and that was the first time I was 
exposed to how they could open the musical palette of the 
horn without just being a gimmick.”

Studying jazz at the University of Adelaide, Daniel 
developed his technical proficiency and musical literacy; 
post-studies, he has been collaborating and opening his 
ears to new sounds and styles.

“In my final year of university, I began playing with a 
hip-hop group called Tervete Collective. They were a 
collection of musicians who had learnt in different ways 
but were just as passionate about the music as I was. 
Playing with them, with this great emphasis on groove 
was a hugely formative moment in my playing.

“Trying to draw a direct line between inspiration and 
final product can sometimes be hard because, as with 
any creative process, it is often impacted by … well, 
everything!”

Playing with Kenyan-born, Adelaide-based singer-
songwriter Elsy Wameyo and Indigenous hip hop group 
Sonz of Serpents has led Daniel to a more compositional 
focus around rhythm. The use of different rhyming 
schemes and tone in delivery to create interest in a verse 
matches closely with the improvisational techniques 
Daniel uses in Soylent Green.

The recent accolade of the Helpmann Langley Award for 
Jazz has been a watershed moment in Daniel’s career. 
Expressing immense gratitude, he acknowledges the 
impact of this recognition, citing it as a catalyst for the 
band’s future trajectory. Daniel credits the award and 
the Helpmann Academy’s support for expanding creative 
horizons, enabling artists to envision and manifest 
ambitious projects. Beyond financial backing, the 
award has provided a platform to articulate his musical 
aspirations tangibly, propelling his creative journey toward 
larger-scale endeavours.

IMAGE: DANIEL ISLER. PHOTO BY: SAM ROBERTS.

“I am so honoured to be selected as the recipient of this award. Those who 
have previously received it are such incredible musicians, and I feel incredibly 
blessed to see my name alongside theirs. I am busy planning the next few years 
of where we want to see Soylent Green go, and this award is a huge part of 
what has made these next steps possible.” says Daniel.

Daniel’s dedication to sonic innovation and musical exploration with 
Soylent Green is a testament to the boundless possibilities within jazz and 
contemporary music. As he continues to break new ground and push the 
boundaries of his craft — including a live recording session at local studio 
Wizard Tone set for early in the new year — the music world eagerly awaits the 
next captivating chapter in his artistic evolution.

The Helpmann Academy Langley Award for Jazz, generously supported by the 
K&S Langley Fund, aims to support and inspire our state’s most promising, 
emerging jazz musicians.

“When I first played around with 
effects pedals, I would usually switch 
it on to a random setting and just 
play the same solo I would’ve played. 
Since then, I have worked out that 
isn’t my favourite way to utilise them. 
Nowadays, I am incredibly excited 
by the textural worlds that can be 
explored, which pushes the sound 
further away from the classic sound 
of the trumpet, even to the point that 
it is unrecognisable.“ — Daniel Isler
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Meet the Artist

Helpmann Academy 
Award for Voice
BY YIDAN ZHANG

YIDAN: How do you describe what you do to people who 
have just met you? 

GRACE: As 2023 was my first year out of full-time study at 
the Elder Conservatorium of Music, I found it to be a year of 
finding my feet in the creative industry. For me, this looked 
like dipping my toes in a lot of different areas industry, and 
following things that brought me a sense of excitement and 
fulfilment. First and foremost, I am a vocalist, composer, 
and bandleader. Currently, days consist of writing, 
recording, producing, performing, being a mentor and tutor 
for younger singers, and creating events and promoting 
artists through the platform of Home Body Records.

YIDAN: As the co-founder of Home Body Records and 
leader of the contemporary soul band Tell Mama, how do 
you balance your roles as a musician, artist manager, and 
event manager?

GRACE: Connecting with other creatives and collaborating 
to help their project grow has always brought me a great 
amount of joy and fulfilment. Managing the work I do as an 
artist and event manager with my own musical projects 
will always be a balancing act. Checking in with myself 
on a continuous basis to ensure I am leaving enough time 
and energy for my own creative projects to flourish is 
something that I and so many other professional creatives 
need to account for in their work. 

YIDAN: How did you get started as a vocalist and composer? 

GRACE: I always loved singing as a young person, and 
going to a school with a good music program is a privilege 

Grace Mensforth was the recipient of the Helpmann Academy Award for Voice at the Helpmann Academy Jazz Awards, 
where she performed alongside the radiant Jazzmeia Horn in a collaborative set. Yidan Zhang chatted to Grace about 
her award and career highlights. 

that led to me deciding that being a vocalist was what I 
wanted to pursue. Throughout school, I also had a desire to 
write music and perform with a band, however, didn’t have 
the confidence to pursue it until a bit later. When I arrived 
at the University of Adelaide to study jazz voice, I met a 
group of amazing musicians and friends who would later 
become my band Tell Mama. This was the first time I gave 
my compositions to a group of musicians, and this gave me 
the confidence to keep writing for various projects.

YIDAN: You received the Helpmann Academy Award for 
Outstanding Vocalist in 2022 and the Helpmann Academy 
Award for Voice in 2023. How has this recognition 
impacted your career?

GRACE: Receiving this recognition from the Helpmann 
Academy is an incredible honour and has played a 
significant part in the trajectory of my career throughout 
the last two years. The financial support from these 
awards has allowed me to achieve goals that seemed far 
out of reach a few years ago, such as investing in my own 
home recording set-up, connecting with various industry 
mentors, and completing the mixing and mastering for 
Tell Mama’s debut album. Helpmann Academy has not 
only supported these goals financially but has also done 
so through the mentoring and invaluable advice I received 
during the application process, which allowed me to gain 
a clearer picture of my career’s next steps.

YIDAN: What has been the most beneficial part of this 
experience so far? 

GRACE: This experience and the Helpmann Academy’s 

support has allowed me to develop a clear trajectory 
for the next stage in my creative career. Stepping out of 
university and into the vast world of the music industry 
was a daunting and unfamiliar time, so having this 
opportunity to guide and propel me into reaching my 
goals was invaluable. This experience also provided the 
opportunity to connect with some incredible mentors. 
Most notably, performing and receiving mentorship from 
Vince Jones and Jazzmeia Horn were both amazing and 
unforgettable moments for me.

YIDAN: Looking ahead, what are your future goals for 
Tell Mama, Home Body Records, and your personal 
musical journey?

GRACE: My future goals for Tell Mama are to continue 
to write, play and record music, hopefully evolving our 
sound as each member of the band grows and gains new 
musical experiences. As for my personal music journey, 
I hope to continue developing my skills in composing, 
recording, and producing, seeking out new music and 
experiences to inspire my own music making. I hope to 
be a part of many new collaborations, create projects 
that inspire musical grow, connect with people around 
the world through music and eventually become a 
mentor to others. Through Home Body Records, I hope 
to foster a community that recognises the potential of 
young creatives in the Australian contemporary jazz 
and soul music scene. I believe that with the right 
support, the potential of the local music scene would be 
boundless. South Australia’s music scene is home to so 
many exceptional, unique creatives. My aim is for Home 
Body Records to serve as a point for connection, and an 
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IMAGE: GRACE MENSFORTH. PHOTO BY: SAM ROBERTS.

opportunity for local musicians and creatives to uplift 
each other and the local scene through the creation of 
unique live music experiences, digital content, marketing 
and promotion, and digital release support.

The Helpmann Academy Award for Voice, generously 
supported by Dr Rob Lyons, aims to support and inspire 
our state’s most promising jazz vocalists.
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Residencies

215 Magill
The Helpmann Academy residency at 215 Magill provides 
an eligible emerging South Australian artist with a unique 
12-month studio residency. The recipient has critical time, 
space, and freedom to evolve their practice, create new 
work, be exposed to new networks, and skill share.

215 Magill residency is made possible through the 
generosity of Mark Jones of Ferguson George.

2023 Recipient
Stephanie Doddridge, University of South Australia 

ACE Studio Program
The program includes a 12-month residency and 
professional development opportunities, including 
studio visits with Australian and international curators, 
participation in public programs, mentorship by ACE 
curatorial staff, and prominent profiling and promotional 
opportunities. 

2023 Recipient
Teresa Busuttil, University of South Australia  

215 Magill Residency
BY SHANNON PEARCE

With studio space and access to a full range of equipment 
for different art practices, the 215 Magill workshop and 
studio space is home to a range of artists and makers. The 
215 Magill residency offers an emerging South Australian 
artist the opportunity to spend 12 months in the space 
creating new artworks and developing their career.

This year’s recipient, Stephanie Doddridge — a graduate 
from the University of South Australia — says she has 
valued the chance to work alongside other artists and 
have access to tools, such as a kiln, as she creates.

“It’s a huge help as an emerging artist,” she says, “there 
are a lot of ceramists here.

“To continue that peer critique and just support each other 
… It’s always great to continue that, and the SALA show 
I have coming up — that’s in the same council area, and I 
think having the studio here helped me secure that show.”

Stephanie is a multidisciplinary artist focusing on plants, 
garden produce and reciprocity using ceramics and 
printmaking.

“I guess the inspiration around gardens comes from 
personal experience. I moved into my current house right 
before the pandemic to a blank slate of backyard.

“I really spent a lot of time during the pandemic 
gardening, and you know, that became a place where I 
would destress and find comfort and connect with nature, 
and actually found a lot of memories in the garden. So 
that kind of became the grounding for my work.”

The process of taking care of her garden inspired 
Stephanie to reflect that relationship in her practice. 
Whilst she was tending to her garden with care, it was 
offering her a way to work out other stresses in her life.

“There was, like, reciprocal care happening where I 
was putting in a lot of time and effort to nourishing this 
space regenerating the plant life and, you know, a little 
ecosystem essentially. And while that was happening, 
it was kind of really comforting to me, like, the garden 
provided emotional care, I guess, for me in return.”

IMAGE: STEPHANIE DODDRIDGE AT 215 MAGILL. PHOTO BY: HENRY WOLFF.

IMAGE: SAM MATTHEWMAN, XO. PHOTO BY: MICHAEL HAINES.

British School at Rome 
Taking place from April to June, the British School 
at Rome residency provides the selected artist with 
the opportunity to base and develop their practice 
while taking full advantage of the school’s world-
renowned research facilities, artistic community, and 
expertise on hand. 

The British School at Rome residency is generously 
supported by David McKee AO & Pam McKee and the Lang 
Family Foundation.

2023 Recipient
Sam Matthewman, University of South Australia  

George Street Studios
The Helpmann Academy George Street Studios residency 
provides two eligible emerging South Australian artists 
with a nine-month studio residency. This opportunity is 
suitable for artists working across sculpture, furniture, or 
mixed media.

2023 Recipients
Alice Hu, University of South Australia 
Brianna Speight, University of South Australia 
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Throughout her life, Stephanie has always found an 
interest in psychology and psychoanalytic theories and 
the ways they interact with art.

“I guess it was kind of building on [psychology] in terms 
of how memories work, how sensory experiences can 
elicit memories, especially in a garden where you are 
picking produce. Like for me, for example, the smell of a 
specific type of orange reminds me of my grandparents’ 
orange tree.”

This reflection on memories and the way they are 
formed has manifested in Stephanie’s printmaking as 
a representation of what the process of gardening can 
bring out of your mind, such as “emotions or memories or 
feelings and thoughts.” 

“I actually use botanicals harvested from my own garden, 
and I use them straight on the paper and I fold it together. 
There’s a bit of a chemical process involved in some heat. 
So, when I open it up, the print is the end result … I only 
have control to a certain degree and some plants have 
more pigment than others,” she says, “the garden and the 
process plus me is kind of the end result.”

Her prints look almost like Rorschach test ink blots, but 
with much more detail and colour. Shapes of leaves and 
flowers sprout from the centre of the page. 

“People always ask if I painted it and they’ll either say “oh, 
that looks like an ink blot” or they will just look at it and 
say “that looks like a bug”. I guess they either understand 
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the process straight off of what an ink blot test is or they 
kind of undergo that process of trying to determine what 
it can be as an abstract shape.”

If printmaking is the forming of memories, Stephanie’s 
ceramics work symbolises preserving and immortalising 
those memories of the garden. She combines traditional 
and contemporary ceramics processes to capture 
old memories.

“I’ve done the gourds and I’ve done some walnuts and 
oranges, which are all linked to childhood memories 
of my grandparents’ farm garden. And casting them 
immortalizes those memories,” she says.

“It’s also, again, about care and time because the mould-
making process requires that you inspect the object, and 
when you cast, you make multiples. So, you’re spending a 
lot of time and care and bringing out this really delicate cast 
from the mould and cleaning that up, and I would say that 
the process is a very traditional ceramic process, but then I 
have been printing or dyeing the surface of the ceramics.”

In 2023, Stephanie was also a recipient of a Creative 
Development grant, Elevate Mentorship, and received the 
City Rural Insurance/Helpmann Development Award in 
the 2023 Graduate Exhibition Awards.

“Sometimes it’s really hard to see the forest for the trees 
and you don’t really know whether [you are] doing a good 
job here. But then, you know, getting those awards was, in 
a way, a huge relief and really validating that [I’m] on the 
right path.”

George Street Studios 
Residency
BY SHANNON PEARCE

This year’s George Street Studios residency hosted visual 
artists Alice Hu and Brianna Speight for 12 months, 
offering them the chance to develop their craft and artistic 
careers. With equipment and studio space at their full 
disposal, these artists were able to explore new art forms, 
expand their practice, and work with other artists. 

Multidisciplinary artist and photographer Brianna says 
developing her skills alongside experts in sculpture 
and bespoke metal fabrication was a highlight of her 
residency.

“In my practice with photography, I’m really interested in 
working with objects and making scenes to photograph. 
But I’ve also always wanted to have a sculptural element 
in my practice.

“Being able to be guided in how to weld and work with 
metal, which is a new material for me, was really exciting — 
also just to be in a group of artists who I haven’t really 
worked with before.”

IMAGE: BRIANNA SPEIGHT, SEEING IS BELIEVING BUT FEELING IS THE TRUTH. 
 IMAGE COURTESY OF THE ARTIST.
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“Helpmann Academy gives artists 
like myself the step up that we all 
so desperately need in this fickle 
industry to pursue the projects that 
deserve to see the light of day.“

KATE LEWIS. PHOTO BY MORGAN SETTE.

IMAGE: WORK IN PROGRESS, DETAIL, GEORGE STREET. IMAGE SUPPLIED.
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Not only does George Street Studios house a range of 
equipment to support the creation of custom furniture, 
metal fabrication, sculpture, ceramics, and other 
mechanical engineering services, it hosts a number or 
artists and designers that have been an important part of 
Brianna’s experience in the studio.

“I think that’s something that’s been so amazing 
about the George Street residency is that people are 
curious about what you’re working on and are open to 
brainstorming solutions as well. There’s that really great 
sense of collective activity and openness in the studio 
and support.”

After completing her studies at the University of South 
Australia in 2017, Brianna was the recipient of the 
Undergraduate Award for Excellence in the Helpmann 
Academy Graduate Exhibition in 2018, an Artist-in-
Residence position at Carclew, and the British School at 
Rome (BSR) residency in 2022.

Her time at BSR highlighted her interest in composition, 
motion, and textiles in art. She began looking to three-
dimensional objects and sculptural elements — forms she 

has been able to focus on in her time at George Street.
“When I was at uni, that just wasn’t really something I 
was focusing on, but as you keep practicing, your practice 
develops, but you kind of absorb new skills along the way.

“Artists are always picking things up and being really 
flexible, but [with] something like metalwork and welding, 
it’s actually really good to learn from people who are 
experts in that,” she says. “It’s definitely changed the way 
I’ve thought about making work as well.”

The ability to explore metalwork and sculpture around 
her photography resonates with Brianna’s continued 
fascination with materials and what they can bring 
to a work.

“The materials that I work with are quite important and 
I quite like materials that can evoke a sense of the body, 
almost like things that are shiny, gooey, and sticky,” she 
says, “I really like being able to layer in the images by 
printing them on fabrics and then interacting and working 
with them. It’s quite like a haptic experience and it’s quite 
fun doing a shoot, and what I’ve continued with since I 
finished my honours project, with some kind of shifting 
interests and various experiences that have informed 
different directions in my life.”

Brianna says being able to allow time for the process of 
learning about new materials has been a valuable lesson 
she learnt during her residency.

“It’s not just going to resolve straight away; like, there’s 
been lots of troubleshooting,” she says.

“There was a sense of finding [and] developing a way of 
working in the studio. I’m used to just setting stuff up on 
my own and photographing, so I think I wanted to be able 
to just find a way of learning with metal where I could ask 
for help but still just work at it on my own as well.

“Metal is really heavy … I didn’t want to have to rely on 
other people for me to just move something around the 
studio. I wanted to be able to have some sort of autonomy 
and, in that way, the material had a relationship with my 
body where it wasn’t too heavy for me at some point.”

During her residency, Brianna has been working towards 
presenting a show in November and December 2023 

at Port Adelaide’s Post Office Projects gallery and 
studio space.

“The works that I’m presenting at Post Office Projects — 
I’ve not really made anything like that before,” she says. 
“It’s really changing the dynamic of how I can present the 
images I work with and thinking through that materiality 
as well as what metal references and what it speaks to.

“I’m often working with soft materials in my practice, 
so it’s quite nice to contrast it against some harder 
[elements] — [I’m] printing on aluminium and thinking 
about different ways it can be supported and interacting 
with different objects. It’s really meant an entirely new 
dimension for my practice, which has been challenging as 
well because I’m not used to making 3D objects that have 
to, like, stand on their own, so it still feels like baby steps.

“It’s definitely challenged the way I think about presenting 
works in a space. So I’m excited to keep pushing it.”
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Fellowships

The Creative Investment Fellowships assist emerging creatives with ambitious projects and professional 
development programs. In 2023, five emerging creatives shared in a pool of $50,000 to support the 
following self-designed development projects. 

“We are proud to support the Helpmann 
Academy Creative Investment Fellowships, 
as we recognise the pivotal impact that 
significant funding can have early in a 
creative’s career. Ensuring that emerging 
creatives are supported to be ambitious 
cultivates a robust arts sector in South 
Australia for everyone to enjoy.” — Kerry de 
Lorme, Executive Director, James & Diana 
Ramsay Foundation

Virginia Blackwell 
Flinders University

Virginia plans to produce a 
15-minute short film from her 
original script, Dragging the Chain, 

that explores the themes of grief and survival in 
young women. She wrote the script based on her 
personal experience of grief and loss and her journey 
to acceptance. Virginia is scheduled to commencing 
shooting in February next year.

Amber Cronin  
University of South Australia

Amber will undertake an international 
residency at PADA Studios in Lisbon, 
Portugal, enabling her to research 

and create new, ambitious work for the Art Gallery of 
South Australia’s Radical Textiles exhibition in late 2024. 
This opportunity will expand her practice in scale and 
materials, enriched by vital international research.  

Brittany Gallasch  
Flinders University

In early 2024, Brittany will produce a 
showreel that showcases the past two 
years of her intensive motion capture 

(MoCap) experience and skill development. She will also 
travel to London distribute her showreel and undertake 
specialist mentorships to strengthen her MoCap, voice-
over, combat, and business skills. Upon her return, 
Brittany will run an introductory MoCap workshop in 
Adelaide to share her knowledge and skills. 

Gianluca Noble 
Flinders University

Gianluca will travel to Chicago, 
United States, to attend iO 
Theater’s Summer Intensive, where 

he will learn the fundamentals of improvisational 
theatre. Following the intensive, Gianluca will travel 
to Northern Ontario, Canada, to attend devising 
courses at One North Clown and Creation. 

Sam Wilson  
University of Adelaide

Sam Wilson is the songwriter, singer 
and guitarist of art-folk band Wake 
in Fright. Sam will undertake a live 

and promotional tour of Wake in Fright’s 2023 album, 
Touch Hands Pack Sting, in Tokyo, Japan, in early 2024, 
with an emphasis on cross-cultural musical exchange 
and bringing South Australian music to a broader 
international public. 

The Helpmann Academy Creative Investment Fellowships 
are proudly supported by the James & Diana Ramsay 
Foundation.

Supporting emerging 
creative ambition
BY HENRY WOLFF

Ambition is a vital element in establishing a robust 
creative practice. However, to be ambitious and have the 
confidence to pursue pivotal works, emerging creatives 
often require access to considerable resourcing. 

The Creative Investment Fellowships fund eligible South 
Australian emerging creatives to chase opportunities 
of significance that will develop their artistic practice in 
meaningful and vital ways and empower them to boldly 
take the next step in defining their burgeoning careers.

Truc Truong, University of South Australia, was the 
recipient of a Creative Investment Fellowship in 2022. She 
used the funds to undertake a mentorship with Phuong 
Ngo and develop an exhibition with Post Office Projects 
Gallery + Studios that explored themes relevant to the 

post-colonial second-generation Vietnamese Australian 
diaspora and the tension of Buddhism, Vietnamese 
spirituality, and Christianity. 

“The project has provided a transformative platform for 
self-discovery, pushing me to delve deeper into my artistic 
voice and embrace the unexpected,” said Truc when 
reflecting on the experience. “Through the challenges 
and triumphs encountered, I have grown both personally 
and artistically, gaining a heightened sense of resilience, 
adaptability, and confidence in my abilities.”

In 2021, emerging director and film producer, Bryce 
Kraehenbuehl, Flinders University, pursued a mentorship 
with Celluloid Super 8 Lab owner Richard Tuohy. Bryce 
explored the world of analogue film, learning how to hand 

IMAGE: BRYCE KRAEHENBUEHL, STILL FROM THE MUSIC VIDEO “ISOLATION 

ISLAND” BY SOMNIUM THAT AIRED ON RAGE. PHOTO BY: TWO UP FILMS. 
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develop Super 8 and 16mm film, and created several films 
and music videos utilising these skills. 

“The Helpmann Creative Investment Fellowship has been 
one of the most beneficial programs I have ever taken part 
in. The learning I have gained through my mentor Richard 
has allowed me to find more of a love in just creating and 
has also allowed me to set-up a small celluloid film lab 
here in Adelaide, where I can support other filmmakers to 
use this medium,” shared Bryce.

Mark Curtis, University of Adelaide, also benefitted from 
the support of a Creative Investment Fellowship in 2021, 
creating an album under his moniker of Mark Curtis & The 
Flanelettes, including mastering audio, the commissioning 
of album artwork, and the physical manufacture of 150 
copies of their debut record. the band were also able to 
hire industry professionals to consult on their career 
trajectory and support their album’s release.

“The Helpmann Academy’s support has been invaluable 
for us as early career artists. We are so grateful for how 
our Creative Investment Fellowship has removed barriers 
and allowed us to turn our creative aspirations into 
reality,” shared Mark.

The Helpmann Academy Creative Investment Fellowships 
are proudly supported by the James & Diana Ramsay 
Foundation.

IMAGE: TRUC TRUONG, INSTALLATION VIEW OF MACRO-STUFFED-
SUPPER AT POST OFFICE PROJECTS GALLERY + STUDIOS, 2022. 
PHOTO BY: ANDRE CASTELLUCCI.

IMAGE: MARK CURTIS AND THE FLANNELETTES. IMAGE SUPPLIED.
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Creative Innovator Program
BY SONIA MIR

Now in its third year, the Helpmann Academy Creative 
Innovator Program culminated in an exciting finale at 
Pridham Hall, University of South Australia, in October.

Over six months, the emerging creative entrepreneurs 
were immersed in the business incubator program, 
which provides participants with $2,000 in seed funding; 
matched one-on-one mentoring from an established arts 
practitioner; access to workshops and masterclasses 
delivered by leading business professionals; contact with 
a pool of industry experts and business advisors; access 

to a co-working space; and networking and pitching 
opportunities. 

Generously supported by the South Australian 
government through Arts South Australia, the K&S 
Langley Fund, Nunn Dimos Foundation, Amanda 
Harkness & Karen Barrett, and Perks Accountants & 
Wealth Advisors, the program takes inspiration from 
the technology sector — where incubators, labs, and 
accelerator programs help to foster new business ideas — 
and applies it to the creative industries.

IMAGE: CLASS OF 2023 CREATIVE INNOVATOR PROGRAM. PHOTO BY: JACK FENBY.
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The program would not be possible without the support 
from our partner institutions: Flinders University, the 
University of Adelaide, and the University of South 
Australia.

The recipient of the major seed funding was announced by 
the Honourable Andrea Michaels MP, Minister for Arts.

Gemma Salomon, a writer, director, and producer for film 
and TV, was presented with $20,000 in start-up funds to 
use towards building sustainable business pathways for 
her production house, Whisper Tree Productions.

Whisper Tree Productions is a femme-focused genre film 
and TV house. Its focus is sophisticated genre with a hint 
of the absurd. Gemma is planning to share more of her 
vision over the coming weeks, and has encouraged femme 
writers or directors to reach out and get in touch with her.

“This seed funding will allow me to work with other 
femme writer and directors to develop the genre projects 
of our dreams, building a community of creatives who 
share in each other’s success. I’m so excited for what 
comes next … I feel like I just fast tracked a few years in 
six months!”

Gemma was selected by an expert panel consisting of 
Paul Daly, ThincLab Defence Trailblazer Entrepreneurship 
Program Manager at the University of Adelaide; Julia 
Miller, Community Development Manager at Flinders 

University’s New Venture Institute; Craig Jones, Deputy 
Director at the Innovation & Collaboration Centre at the 
University of South Australia; and Andrew Leunig of 
Andrew Leunig Advisory, after pitching her business idea 
in a shark tank-style pitch event.

Several participants were also awarded spots in the 
prestigious incubator spaces at the Helpmann Academy’s 
partner institutions.

ThincLab at the University of Adelaide will provide  
two incubator spaces for six months in 2024 to  
Mark Curtis and Josh van Konkelenberg. This will 
include a desk space in ThincLab, access to their broad 
range of programs and facilities, invitations to attend 
masterclasses and events, as well as one-on-one 
meetings with ThincLab experts.

Flinders University’s New Venture Institute will provide 
an incubator space in their eNVISION incubator to 
Haunted Cow Collective. This six-month residency 
opportunity provides  desk space, access to all incubator 
support initiatives (including mentors, events and 
workshops), and access to Incubator Community Builder 
activities.

The Innovation & Collaboration Centre at the University 
of South Australia will provide a six-month placement in 
the Venture Incubator program in 2024 to Black Aperture. 

IMAGE: CREATIVE INNOVATOR PROGRAM. PHOTO BY: JACK FENBY.
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This will include access to a dedicated workspace, social 
events, industry experts and professional services 
support, and workshops. They will also receive pitch and 
development support and one-on-one implementation 
guidance sessions with a dedicated business adviser.

In addition to the incubator spaces, Andrew Leunig of 
Leunig Advisory will provide one-on-one expert business 
coaching services to Ellis Moseley and Bailey Donovan. 
State Theatre Company South Australia will, once again, 
generously offer ongoing mentoring, in-kind access to 
production and artistic staff for consultation and feedback, 
and access to the their stock set and costume items to 
Famous Last Words.

Class of 2023 Creative Innovator Program participants:
• Flinders University graduates  
  Kate Burgess, Caroline De Wan, and Hanna Instrell-    
  Walker of Alchemy Dance Collective
• Flinders University graduates 
  Alessia Lunetta, and Benjamin Raschella of  
  Black Aperture
• University of South Australia graduates 
  Kaitlyn Davison, Sydelle Mullen, and Frances Cohen  
  of Haunted Cow Collective
• University of Adelaide graduate 
  Mark Curtis of Mark Curtis & the Flannelettes 
• Flinders University graduate 
  Mirjana Dobson, ceramic artist

• University of South Australia graduate  
  Bailey Donovan of Bailey Donovan Glass
• Flinders University graduate 
  Michael Harpas of Arida Hiems
• University of South Australia graduate
  Alice Hu of Alice Ink Wonderland / Wonderers Studio
• Flinders University graduate 
  Ellis Moseley, ceramic artist
• Flinders University graduate 
  Gemma Salomon of Whisper Tree Productions
• University of Adelaide graduate 
  Josh van Konkelenberg of Music Hacks

A huge thank you to the team at Perks once more for their 
ongoing support of the Creative Innovator program. Thank 
you to the following business mentors for sharing their 
knowledge and time: Alex Bosnich, Andrew Camens,  
David Tidswell, Dom Zerella, Hollie Ravenscroft, Martin 
Short, Sanja Hiziak, and Tim Haslam.  

A final thank you to our creative mentors: Adam Dionisio, 
Brian Gilbertson, Chris Drummond, Chris Luscri, Colin 
Cornish, Con Gerakaris, Dan Crannitch, Dani Raymond, 
Danielle Rickaby, Dean Toepfer, Erin Fowler, Julian Hobba, 
Kristian Moliere, Krystyan Mcleod, Llewelyn Ash, Molly 
Reynolds, Riley O’Keeffe, Suzanne Close,  
Tim Whiffen, and Will Spartalis.
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Industry icons Margo and Sam Hill-Smith have 
championed the careers of many South Australian artists. 
In this conversation, Margo explains what inspires her 
support for the arts, why mentoring the next generation 
is so important, and how impactful gallery support can be 
for emerging creatives.

Margo’s impact can be felt throughout the South 
Australian visual arts world. Working alongside her 
partner, Sam, the duo have transformed the practices of 
many local artists, supporting them to forge successful 
and sustainable careers. The Hill Smith Gallery has been a 
familiar landmark in the South Australian artistic ecology, 
representing and exhibiting visual artists for over 40 

years, before evolving into its current iteration in 2021 of 
the Hill Smith Art Advisory. Henry Wolff sat down for a 
discussion with Margo to chat about their impact, and what 
inspires her support of the arts.

HENRY: You’ve been a long-term and prolific supporter of 
the arts and have been involved with Helpmann Academy 
now for over 20 years — what inspires you to give?

MARGO: Both Sam and I have lives which have benefitted 
enormously from the inclusion of art in many forms. Sam 
studied formally a visual arts degree in fine art painting 
in the mid-70s, and set up Hill Smith Gallery over 40 
years ago. 

I commenced working life in an administrative capacity with 
the State Theatre Company here in Adelaide; after other 
career transitions, I’ve come full circle, back to working in 
the arts with Sam in the gallery over 20 years ago. 

Together, we have enjoyed immersing ourselves as both 
participants and supporters of our local arts community. 
Our passion is borne of this deep early love of the arts 
and recognition of its central importance to healthy and 
thriving communities, emotionally and economically. It 
is a value we both share. Providing support allows us 
to develop and deepen ties with artists, curators, and 
like-minded people who believe in the value of a thriving 
and diverse arts sector.

HENRY: Sam and you operated the Hill Smith Gallery 
for many years. Through the gallery, and now the 
advisory, you’ve both supported countless artists to forge 
successful careers — are there any stories of the impact 
you’ve had that stick in your mind?

MARGO: There are many artists over the two decades who 
we have formed close relationships with through them 
being recipients of the Helpmann Academy Hill Smith 
Gallery Award, some of which we have gone on to exhibit 
and represent in Hill Smith Gallery over time, and others 
achieving success with other galleries, both locally and 
interstate. In general, we believe that this sort of support 
provides an early boost to an artist’s confidence and 
professional development. When given endorsement from 
a professional sector such as a private gallery, it gives 

them a welcome boost. Often this strengthens their faith in 
their own goals and aspirations for the future.

It is difficult to single out any one or two as examples —  
by naming some, we exclude others. Needless to say, 
there have been many artists, most of which we seem 
to have been able to continue positive and supportive 
relationships with, both professionally and personally. 
Being able to assist artists has provided us with a great 
deal of satisfaction and fulfilment.

HENRY: You often curate student exhibitions and 
emerging artists into your programming. How impactful is 
support for artists early in their careers?

MARGO: Early support for artists is critical, regardless 
of their age at graduating, which is often a mix of both 
younger and mature age students. They often leave 
learning institutions with a sense of anxiety about what 
the future will bring. Early support and curation into 
student and emerging artist exhibitions as part of a gallery 
exhibition program provides important skill development; 
mentoring; confidence building; networking opportunities; 
community building through support from successful 
mid-career artists; financial stability for a period (by way 
of earning an income); exposure of their work to a wider 
audience for sales; and an opportunity to experiment 
and take some risks. These opportunities are where the 
journey of building long-term success starts, which is 
often a long and difficult road to travel.

Championing artists: 
a conversation with 
Margo Hill-Smith
BY HENRY WOLFF

IMAGE: MARGO AND SAM HILL-SMITH AT VIP VERNISSAGE 2022. PHOTO BY: RUSSELL MILLARD.
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HENRY: In 2023, you were instrumental in a new program 
with the Helpmann Academy, the Gallery Assistant 
Mentorship. Through this program, you were able to 
mentor emerging artist and arts worker Oakey. Can you 
tell us more about the experience and the exhibition you 
both worked on?

MARGO: I thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to work 
with and mentor Oakey, who is a very insightful and 
talented artist. We worked together on a group exhibition 
of Hill Smith Art Advisory artists, with both local and 
national profiles, as a pop-up exhibition at Mezzanine 55 
in Kent Town. It was useful for Oakey as a creative artist 
to be on the “other side” and see the administrative and 
production elements required to curate and pull together 
an exhibition, and then to assist with the marketing and 
direct sales of the artworks to clients. Bringing collectors 
together with artists and playing a conduit role is an 
interesting and satisfying part of the process. 

For Oakey, I think it was an opportunity to learn more 
about some artists they may not have known prior to the 
mentorship and discover more about them. It was also an 
opportunity (enjoyable, I think) to discuss other artists’ 
works and clients, at times encouraging them to think 
about works with ideas and expressions not previously 
considered, or to embrace new thoughts and ideas. It was 
a very happy working partnershipand I also learned from 
Oakey through discussions about arts-related issues and 
trends whilst we worked together.
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HENRY: How important do you feel mentoring is in 
supporting the next generation?

MARGO: Mentorship is vital. It provides emerging artists 
with guidance, knowledge, and connections that can 
significantly contribute to their growth and success. The 
mentorship is not defined by the duration of that moment 
in time, but often provides ongoing personal and technical 
support from someone who takes a very real, deep interest 
in them. The relationship is central to the mentorship’s 
success. A good mentorship should transcend time and 
form the beginning of a long and fruitful exchange.

HENRY: Do you have any suggestions on how people can 
get involved with supporting emerging creatives?

MARGO: Donating to the arts comes in many forms — as 
the volunteering of time and expertise, being a purchaser 
of a ticket to a show, buying an artwork, a donation of 
in-kind support, or sometimes in a cash donation, either 
once off or ongoing. 

People choose different areas to participate in life and 
provide support. For Sam and I, donating in the arts 
has been one of them. Supporting the arts has given us 
enjoyment, and we feel grateful to have been in a position 
to do so. We unreservedly encourage others to consider it.

Grants

Since our inception, we have offered a range of grants to support and empower eligible emerging creatives as they 
graduate from study. In 2023, the Helpmann Academy offered Creative Boost Grants, Creative Development Grants and 
our new HA>NESS Development Grants.

Creative Boost  
We awarded nine emerging creatives from a wide range 
of disciplines with up to $500 each through our 2023 
Creative Boost Grants. Our Creative Boost Grants were 
created to provide emerging creatives with a quick 
injection of cash to fund essential services and materials 
or pay for immediate costs.

2023 Recipients
Angus Becke-Smith, Flinders University 
Bailey Donovan, University of South Australia 
Brooke Ferguson, University of South Australia 
Caitlyn Hearne, University of Adelaide 
Darcy Mae Bensted, University of Adelaide 
Erin Daniell, Flinders University 
Riley Fraser-Waters, Flinders University

Creative Development  
We awarded nine emerging creatives across a range 
of creative disciplines, including visual and performing 
arts, theatre, screen, and music, with up to $3,000 each 
in support through our Creative Development Grants 
program. Our Creative Development Grants support 
eligible emerging creatives with grants to kickstart new 
projects, research and develop ideas or new works, or 
build skills, markets, and creative practices.

2023 Recipients

Chris Siu, University of South Australia presented a solo 
exhibition at Nexus Arts in September 2023, coinciding 
with a sponsored studio residency at The Mill.

IMAGE: AMELIA WATSON, COURTESY OF THE ARTIST.
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IMAGE: BAILEY DONOVAN, A RED ORANGE MOMENT, COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

HA>NESS Development
Our new HA>NESS Development Grants support projects 
that are designed to further the creative and professional 
development of emerging creatives. We are thrilled to 
announce that in our first round, eight emerging creatives 
shared in $20,000 worth of funding. Each grant was 
valued up to $3,000, and will be used toward an eclectic 
and exciting range of development projects and programs.

Madeleine Harland, HA>NESS Ambassador, was thrilled 
to join the selection panel in October and have a hands-on 
role with the inaugural grants round. 

2023 Recipients

Amelia Watson, Flinders University will present a new 
dance theatre work called Sentiments and present this at 
Adelaide Fringe Festival in 2024.

Cecilia Tizard, Flinders University will present a new 
body of work in a group exhibition at Hillvale Gallery, 
Melbourne, Victoria in 2024. 

Dante Niedzwiedz, University of South Australia will 
create a surrealist short film called Broken Bones and Ice 
Cream Cones in 2024.

Crista Bradshaw, University of South Australia produced 
her very first solo exhibition at SALA in August 2023 and 
used this opportunity to help launch her independent 
artistic career.

Jack Calver, Flinders University produced a new play, 
Unfair Verona: The Misadventures of Romeo & Juliet, 
which was devised in Adelaide and presented in Sydney in 
July by Glassroom Theatre Company. 

Kyle Davis, Flinders University worked on a short film 
and developed a second feature this year. This grant will 
assist in the production stage of his new short film, On 
Wild Horse Plains.

Nicky Tsz Tung Li, University of South Australia is 
creating a retro cabaret entitled Leslie & Anita: Fallen 
Stars of Hong Kong. This grant will provide an invaluable 
contribution towards artist fees.

Oakey, Flinders University was able to undertake glass-
blowing lessons with contemporary glass artist Alexandra 
Hirst at JamFactory to build on her foundational 
knowledge in lead lighting and expand her skillset.

Sam Wilson, University of Adelaide used the grant 
towards recording, mixing, and mastering a new 12-track 
Wake In Fright album in August, entitled The Modern Shoe 
Is Ruining The Foot.

Samantha Sharplin, Flinders University is producing a 
comedy web series, Rules to Being a F*ckgurl, with writer 
and director Nelya Valamanesh. This funding will support 
the acquisition and commission of music for the series.

Stephanie Doddridge, University of South Australia 
presented her first solo exhibition, On Harvesting 
Dandelions, at St Peters Cultural Heritage Centre Gallery 
for SALA Festival in August 2023.

“This grant removes a multitude of barriers 
that so often prevent new graduates from 
creating their own work, allowing us to 
continue developing our skills and showcase 
our training to the Australian theatre industry 
interstate.” — Jack Calver

“With Helpmann Academy’s assistance, we 
will be able to elevate our web series with 
music from Aussie artists. This grant will get 
our series to the next level and give us the 
chance to collaborate with musicians and 
composers.” — Samantha Sharplin

Ellis Moseley, Flinders University will present a solo 
exhibition of new works at MARS Gallery, Melbourne, 
Victoria in 2024.

Jack Overall, University of Adelaide will undertake the 
composition of a new music work in collaboration with the 
Nexus Arts Orchestra.

Sally Craven, University of South Australia will undertake 
an international residency program in 2024 at Cycladic Arts 
in Paros, Greece, where she will create a new body of work.

Sophie Hollingworth, Flinders University will attend a 
four-week intensive in early 2024 with KalaKeli Movement 
Arts in Goa, India.

Stephanie Doddridge, University of South Australia will 
produce new artworks (prints, an artist book, and a new 
installation) for a solo exhibition at Sauerbier House, Port 
Noarlunga, South Australia in May 2024.

Creative Boost grants are made possible through the 
generosity of John Phillips. Creative Development grants 
are proudly supported by the Government of South Australia 
through Arts South Australia. HA>NESS Development grants 
are supported by our HA>NESS Ambassadors and Members.
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IMAGE: SEB HUMPHREYS, ALICE HU, ABBY PUMPA, ANNA RÉVÉSZ AND  

ELLIS MOSELEY. PHOTO BY: NAOMI JELLICOE.

New grants to kickstart the 
careers of emerging creatives
BY HENRY WOLFF

The Helpmann Academy’s freshest donor circle, 
HA>NESS, announced our new grant program to support 
emerging South Australian creatives at a bespoke event 
at Hugo Michell Gallery in August.

Local emerging artists often hear about a time in the 
arts scene when funding was abundant and a career in a 
creative field was robustly supported. These stories come 
accompanied by utterances about bygone eras — of the 
Dunstan government and the ’90s creative boom.

It’s best to exercise caution with this type of sentimentality, 
as often the “good old days” are only good in hindsight. 
Nonetheless, emerging as a creative in South Australia is 
now an exceptionally difficult task.

Recognising this, the Helpmann Academy works to offer 
opportunities that can assist people in forging successful 
careers. Now, with the support from members of its latest 
donor circle, HA>NESS, it has established the HA>NESS 
Development Grant, which offers funds of up to $3,000 for 
eligible emerging creatives.

The HA>NESS Development Grant was announced 
as part of a HA>NESS meet-the-artist event at Hugo 
Michell Gallery. The event featured South Australian 
photographer Trent Parke, whose exhibition MONUMENT 
is currently on show at the gallery, with guests also 
hearing from local emerging artist Ellis Moseley.

Ellis was the recipient of a Helpmann Academy grant 
which supported his exhibition with Hugo Michell Gallery 
earlier this year. 

IMAGE: ELLIS MOSELEY, HUGO MICHELL, JANE 
MACFARLANE, TRENT PARKE. PHOTO BY: SIA DUFF.

IMAGE: MADELEINE HARLAND & ELLIS MOSELEY. PHOTO BY: SIA DUFF.

“The support from a Helpmann Academy 
grant allowed me to make the most of a rare 
opportunity and ensured that I was able to 
present the best possible work for exhibition,” 
he said.

Helpmann Academy CEO Jane MacFarlane told the 
gathering that being a member of HA>NESS was “not just 
about the fun parties, exclusive events, and gifts — it’s 
about having a meaningful impact… in the future, you 
may walk into a space with an internationally successful 
artist and be able to say, ‘I helped make that happen. I 
supported that artist to chase their career, to dream big, 
and to be ambitious!’”

HA>NESS is proudly supported by LK Law and the 
Macquarie Group. The Helpmann Academy extends 
special thanks to patrons Chris and Christine Guille.

Meet the Artists

The Stobie Pole Project
BY SONIA MIR

There are 650,000 Stobie poles in SA — the only place 
you will find them in the world — and a small group of 
emerging artists have made their mark on this local icon.

Local emerging creatives Alice Hu, Ellis Moseley, Abby 
Pumpa, and Anna Révész have given a collection of 
Stobie poles around Beefacres Reserve in Windsor 
Gardens an eye-catching makeover through the second 
iteration of the Stobie Pole Project. 

These public artworks also mark the sixth major public 
artwork commissioned by SA Power Networks through 
the Helpmann Academy.

Established in 2016, the Helpmann public art program 
is the first of its kind. Its aim is to assist emerging 
practitioners to gain valuable experience and skills 
in negotiating the public art domain from concept 
to completion. In turn, it also contributes to making 
dynamic, liveable urban spaces and enhancing 
destination landmarks.

In 2023, the Stobie Pole Project paired the four creatives 
with established artist Seb Humphreys to mentor and 
guide the group. Seb is known for his large-scale mural 
works and sculptures that explore the intersection of 
nature and the modern urbanised world, and was an 
incredible resource for the emerging artists.

For the past six months, Seb mentored the group and ran 
a series of design and building workshops, culminating in 
the installation of the artworks on the Stobie poles. It is 
the mentorship component of this program that makes it 
unique and sets it aside from other public artworks.

The finished artworks were launched in a public event at 
Beefacres Reserve in early October.

Guests were taken on a tour of the works by the 
participating artists, which explored themes of nature 
and responses to the River Torrens / Karrawirra Parri, 
celebrations and discovery of local flora and fauna, and 
personal reflections on family and belonging.
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Alice Hu 
University of South Australia 

Alice is an Adelaide-based artist. Her works are often philosophy-based, and 
she uses mediums such as ceramics, painting, glass, tattoos, and installation. 
Alice has gained a unique aesthetic from her multicultural background and 
acculturation. Her work focuses on concepts of multiculturalism, equality, and 
freedom of choice. 

What enticed you to take part in this project? 
It was a great opportunity to provide my unique perspective and artwork to the 
public and local community while working among other amazing artists.

What was it like being mentored by Seb Humphreys? 
It was very inspiring to hear about Seb’s experience and perspective through 
his professional experience and public art practices; they were extremely 
valuable and he gave great advice. It was amazing to be able to work among 
him and he was a very lovely mentor through this whole time. 

Why is public art important? 
It really connects and brings people together. I think it not only contributes to 
the enrichment of communities, but also the promotion of artistic expression 
in public art and how this can have a positive impact on the emotional and 
psychological well-being of both individuals and communities. It can evoke 
emotions, inspire creativity, and provide solace or inspiration to those who 
encounter it.

Is it something you want to do more of? 
I would absolutely love to take on more sculptural and bigger pieces in the 
future when the opportunity comes. It has been a great journey so far to 
brainstorm and create the works, and I would hate to not be able to do things 
like this again.

 
Ellis Moseley 
Flinders University  
 
Ellis is an Adelaide-based artist, living and working on the traditional lands of 
the Kaurna people. Ellis’ practice encompasses installation and ceramics, often 
seeking to draw attention to social concerns through conceptual mechanisms 
that encourage a deeper consideration of our own attitudes and behaviour.

How did you go about formulating your designs for this project? 
The ceramic works have been developed to convey an understated otherness 
in the suburban setting. I wanted to be sensitive to the residents whose homes 
are nearest the works. The pole at the bus stop aims to bring morning joy 
to commuters by using gentle but joyous yellow and orange. The feathered 
work in the park intends to capture the attention of those who move along the 
walking path, particularly young children. I want to provide a jumping point for 
their vivid imaginations — is it a strange bird? Or is it a monster?

Abby Pumpa 
Flinders University  
 
Abby is an emerging artist based in Adelaide who primarily works with 
drawing and printmaking. Her work is a mix of illustrative work and painted 
monotypes that incorporate themes of nostalgia, memory, relationships, and 
pop culture. Abby predominantly depicts people or objects in a way that is 
emotive and with a sense of humour and playfulness.

What enticed you to take part in this project? 
I’m a Port Adelaide local so that, for me, was a big motivator. I’m also fresh out 
of art school and was interested in exploring public art, so this felt like a nice 
way to be introduced to how it works.

How did you go about formulating your designs? 
An early stage in my design process was to visit the Port Adelaide local archives. 
They are open to the public and have a bunch of articles about different suburbs 
in the council area. The knight and the crocodile were inspired by news articles 
from the 1990s about Windsor Gardens, namely about a stolen suit of armour 
whose parts were found in a field and the local high school’s science departments, 
and a baby crocodile named Sid Vicious. My designs all started as a basic outline 
for composition, but I didn’t know what they would look like until the end of the 
project. The final designs have a lot of free-flowing brush strokes and textures that 
reflect the intuitive nature of the painting process.

How do opportunities like this impact your practice? 
It introduced me to the process of creating public art, which was something 
that felt so daunting to approach before. Because of this opportunity, I hope to 
do more (maybe even bigger) projects in the future.

How does it feel to be become a part of the public space in the City of Port 
Adelaide Enfield?  
Not to be dramatic, but I love Port Adelaide with my whole heart. It feels really nice 
to be able to make work for the public in an area that means so much to me!

What enticed you to take part in this project? 
The opportunity to work in a community setting. To have my work be part of 
the everyday life of residents and park users is an honour. Few of my previous 
works are accessible to the public after they are complete. I hope these works 
give an enduring pleasure to the Windsor Gardens community. 

What are three big take aways you have learned about public art? 
To be sensitive to the community, to be aware how the works will be 
experienced from all viewing points, and how to fit conceptual ideas around 
technical requirements.

Why is public art important? 
Art needs to be available to all people in all settings. Galleries and museums 
can be intimidating; public art is accessible and can be experienced by everybody.
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Anna Révész 
Flinders University 

Anna is an emerging, Adelaide-based artist working across several mediums, 
with a particular interest in photography and the opportunities it presents 
to capture, relive, or totally reinvent moments in time. Anna explores the 
interchange between past and present moments, and attempts to navigate 
spaces of instability and uncertainty. Utilising both digital and analogue 
photography, she also explores ideas of memory and how it is created, 
sustained, or reconstructed. 

What enticed you to take part in this project? 
I have always had an interest in public art and the opportunity it provides to 
push your art practice in new directions and towards new audiences. I was 
also excited by the opportunity of being mentored by Seb Humphreys, who has 
a lot of experience and knowledge to offer in regards to the public art realm. 

Why is public art important? 
Public art is important because it offers a completely accessible way for 
the public to experience art. It also provides new perspectives of areas and 
environments and may prompt people to consider the spaces they are familiar 
with in a new and exciting way. 

How do opportunities like this influence your practice or the next steps you 
will take? 
Opportunities like this allow me to continue engaging with audiences in new 
ways, and to try out new methods and techniques that I may not otherwise 
have the time, budget, or space to explore. They also allow me to continue 
developing new concepts and to broaden my artistic network by working with 
other artists. 

How does it feel to be become a part of the public space in Windsor Gardens? 
It is exciting to become a part of the public space! I am really interested to 
see how the Stobie Pole Project will be received in this area. It is satisfying to 
know that a small area will be enriched with art that will allow people to see 
their environment in a new way.

The Stobie Pole Project is a partnership between the Helpmann Academy and 
SA Power Networks, and was supported by City of Port Adelaide Enfield and 
Post Office Projects Gallery + Studios.

Workshops & Masterclasses

We are proud to run professional development 
opportunities for emerging creatives. 

Our Workshop Series aims to empower emerging visual and 
performing artists with practical knowledge to help build and 
sustain successful creative careers. Our Workshop Series 
presents guest artists, specialists, and panels who cover a 
range of topics, from business essentials and income and 
funding options to marketing, publicity, and much more.

Our Masterclasses provide unique opportunities for 
emerging creatives to gain professional development from 
touring artists, international acts, festival partners, and 
much more.

In 2023 we provided professional development and 
advisory services to the value of $125,000 to over  
1,500 emerging creatives.

Write on the Money — May
Studio Headshot Day — June 
Write on the Money — August 
Business Essentials — August 
Self-Discovery Journey & Skill Mapping —  
September
Studio Headshot Day — October 
Digi Strong Social Media — November 

Oskar Eustis: Achieving Global Success 
Through Creative Collaboration — March
Revisor / Kidd Pivot — March
Maureen: Harbinger of Death — March
Postgraduate Pathways for 
Creatives — October
Robyn Archer Oration — November

IMAGE: BUSINESS ESSENTIALS WORKSHOP AT PERKS. PHOTO BY: JACK FENBY.
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Sam and Margo Hill-Smith 
Chris Penny and Angela Carey 
Chris and Christine Guille 
Dr Rob Lyons
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Governor of South Australia

CHAIR
Mr Mark Roderick
Executive Chairman
Perks Integrated Business Services

DEPUTY CHAIR
Mr Richard Fennell
Chief Customer Officer, 
Consumer Banking
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank

BOARD MEMBERS
Mr David McKee AO  
 
Her Honour Judge Karen Thomas
Judge of the District Court of 
South Australia

Professor Joanne Cys
Provost and Chief Academic Officer
University of South Australia

Ms Michaela Webster 
G’Day Group

Professor Peter Monteath
Vice President & Executive Dean, 
College of Humanities, Arts and 
Social Sciences
Flinders University

Professor Jennie Shaw 
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Vice-President (Academic) 
University of Adelaide

Mr David Sanders  
Partner
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Mr Scott Hicks
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Ms Madeleine Harland 
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LK Law
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Mr Christopher Penny
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Hill Smith Art Advisory

Mr Richard Jasek
Executive Producer / Director

Ms Diana Jaquillard
Consultant

Mr Mark Jones
Director
Ferguson George

Ms Sally Hay 
Business Development Manager 
Macquarie Group Ltd

The work of the Helpmann Academy would not be possible without the contributions of our incredible donors. Your generosity 
and commitment to supporting the next generation of artistic talent in South Australia is greatly appreciated. Donors contribute 
to our community through a variety of ways including crucial cash contributions, in-kind support, award, program or mentorship 
patronage, or by being a member of one of our donor circles.

David McKee AO and Pam McKee 
Andrew Nunn and Alex Dimos 
John Phillips 
Madeleine and Dugald Harland

Professor Jennie Shaw 
Angela Fetzer and Jeremy Duffy 
Jason and Christine Dunstone 
Diana and Philippe Jaquillard
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Callum Hill-Smith 
Cassandra Crawford 
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Enzo Belperio 
Gillian Mercer 
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Jane Fox 
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Jane Michell 
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Scott and Deb McKay 
Scott and Caroline Foreman

Emma Trengove 
Professor Joanne Cys 
Paul and Angela Gillett 
Paul and Fatima McHugh

Mark and Emily Jones 
Wade Nixon 
Richard and Cathy Fennell 
Fiona MacLachlan

Kate Hardy 
Kate Lyttle 
Kerry Clark SC 
Kiah Elsworthy 
Kimberlee Brown 
Laura Harley 
Louis Spencer 
Lucia Talotta 
Matt Simpson 
Melissa Jones 
Michelle Hamlyn

Nataliya Dikovskaya 
David Hayden 
David and Dallas Sanders 
Glenn and Debbie Sterrey 
Michaela Webster

Chris and Teresa Grigoriou 
Amanda Harkness and Karen Barrett 
Nicholas and Elise Ross

Phillip F Lawrence 
Rebecca Plummer 
Rosanna Dawes 
Sally Hay 
Sally Heidenreich 
Sally Kingsborough 
Sally Wiseman 
Sarah Guille 
Seamus Brand 
Susan Pearce 
Thomas Besanko

Annabel Hill-Smith 
Di Mantell and Neil Campbell 
Mark Footer and Amy Ligertwood 
Professor Peter Monteath 
Andrew Leunig 
Cameron Midson and Sonia Mir 
Christine Heard 
Wendy Braud
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Jane MacFarlane
Chief Executive Officer

Sonia Mir
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Marketing Manager

Tess Syme 
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Yidan Zhang 
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A huge thank you to the following 
people who have generously given 
their time to support our programs, 
events and activities: 

Alex Bosnich
Andrew Camens
Andrew Leunig
Brian Parkes
Christina Lauren
Christina Schloithe
David Tidswell
Dom Zerella
Doris Henderson
Dr Christopher Hurrell

Dr Doreen Donovan
Dr Nicholas Godfrey
Dr Stephen Atkinson
Dr Yusuf Ali Hayat
Emma Fey
Gillian Brown
Glenys Jones OAM
Helen Carter
Hollie Ravenscroft
Joel Byrne
Julia Miller
Julian Hobba
Karla Hitchcock
Kate Muller
Kiah Elsworthy

Lily Syme
Lynette Dugmore
Madeleine Harland
Margo Hill-Smith
Mark Ferguson
Martin Short
Mirjana Dobson
Monique Fenech
Paul Daly
Peter Stevens
Professor Thomas Hajdu
Ross McHenry
Sam Matthewman
Sanja Hiziak
Siena Noble 

IMAGE: HELPMANN ACADEMY PATRON, HER EXCELLENCY THE HONOURABLE FRANCES ADAMSON AC WITH HANNAH COLEMAN. PHOTO BY: JACK FENBY.

IMAGE: JANE MACFARLANE SPEAKING AT OUR MACQUARIE DONOR EVENT. PHOTO BY: SIA DUFF.

IMAGE: HELPMANN ACADEMY PATRON, SCOTT HICKS. PHOTO BY: SIA DUFF.
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Our Partners

Partner Institutions

 
Government Partners

Arts South Australia

Philanthropic Partners

Major Partners

Grigori 
Family Wines

Quality -Quality -  WarmtWarmthh - -  Tradition Tradition 

“Four generations of winemaking tradition”

SOUTH AU S T RA LIAN W
INES

Industry & Cultural Partners

Our Partners

Partner Institutions

 
Government Partners

Arts South Australia

Philanthropic Partners

L U C E A T  L U X  V E S T R A

N U N N  D I M O S  F O U N D A T I O N
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IMAGE: 2023 VERNISSAGE GRADUATE EXHIBITION. PHOTO BY: JACK FENBY.

Celebrating 
30 Years in 2024

Dates for the Diary

Opportunities in 2024

Helpmann Academy Graduate Exhibition 2024 
Thursday 15 February to Friday 22 March 2024

VIP Vernissage 
14 February 2024

Opening Night 
15 February 2024

GRANTS 
Creative Boost — opens in March and July 
Creative Development — opens in March 
HA>NESS Development — opens in September

FELLOWSHIPS 
Creative Investment — opens in July

RESIDENCIES 
British School at Rome — opens in September 
215 Magill — opens in September

MENTORSHIPS 
Elevate — opens in March 
InReview — opens in March and August

COMMISSIONS 
The Stobie Pole Project — opens in February

AWARDS 
Elise Ross Regional Award — opens in September 
Neil Curnow Award — opens in November

CREATIVE INNOVATOR PROGRAM 
Professional Development — opens in February 

A NIGHT OF JAZZ 
Awards and Events 2024

WORKSHOPS 
Series 2024

MASTERCLASSES 
Series 2024

Since 1994, we have been empowering 
emerging creatives to amplify their unique 
talents and champion their drive and ambition 
to build successful, sustainable practices. In 
2024, we celebrate empowering emerging 
creatives for 30 years. 

We are thrilled to have provided 30 years of 
nurtured guidance and support with impactful 
opportunities to South Australia’s emerging 
creatives.

In this milestone year, we will showcase the 
incredible depth of creative talent that we 
have supported through a range of events, 
experiences, and bespoke programming.

We are in such a privileged position to 
work within a community of dedicated and 
passionate artists, partners, donors and 
supporters, and cannot wait to see what 2024 
and beyond brings.
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